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2664/3/1K/5 recipe book continued 

 

1. A Cream Cheese 

 

Take 6 quarts of strokings and a quart of nights creame, put it as cold togeather as 

may bee, when it is come take it up breaking it as little as you can, and put it into the fate, and 

lay but on pound wayt on it, this must press till next morning, turning it in fine clothes till it 

turns dry, then salt it and lay it of a boord 2 or 3 days, then gather dock leaves every night 

and lay the cheese on them, it will bee ready to eate in 10 days; 

 

 

2. To make Angelott Cheese 

 

Take on gallon of new milk, and two quarts of creame, heate it a little warmer then 

the milke, and then rindltt it, and when it is come, put it into a cheese fate gently, with a 

skiming dish, not breaking it at all, so let it run: until it bee all in, then take the cheese fate of 

gently and salt it;  

 

 

3. To make a cheese 

 

Take the milke of 12 cowes, which will bee about 9 gallons and all the nights creame 

of so many cowes, put it togeather as it comes from the cow, and when it is come breake it, 

and put it in the fate, and press it with your hands till all the whay is out, when that is dun 

breake it very small in a cheese cloth, then put the whay that came out of it on the fyer, and 

let it bee scalding hott and put in y
r
 cheese curd that you broke, ty’d up in the cloth, when it is 

scalded enough put it into your fate, salting it as you put it, then press it as other cheese, and 

when it prest lay a good deale of salt on it; 

 

 

4. (missing)
 1

 

 

5. (missing) 

 

6. To make almond creame 

 

Boyle a quart of creame with a blad of mace, and suger, then squese in juice of lemon 

to turne it to curd, then hang it to whay, when tis whayed, have in readyness almonds finely 

beaten with cream, rose water, and suger, then laye a laying of it in your dish, then a laying of 

the of the
2
 curd, and then creame beaten together, and so till it is all in, and the cream must be 

first and last; 

 

 

7. To make clouted creame 

 

                                                
1 The numbers 70 and 71 are listed in the Contents but have blank lines; in addition, the relevant page in the original recipe 

book (between recipes B69 and B72) has a large blank space where recipes could have been written, suggesting that another 

recipe book was being copied but that two recipes have been omitted. 
2 ‘of the’ repeated in the original. 
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Sett your mornings milke, when tis a little coole and let it stand till night, then make a 

cleere fire, but not to firce then set on your pan.  let it stand till you see it buble up as bigg as 

bigg
3
 as your fingers end, then take it of, and set it on a coole floore, and let it stand 24 

howers, then with a skimmer take the creame;  

 

 

8. To make almond butter 

 

Take a quarter of a pound of Almonds finely beaten, straine them with a quart of thick 

creame, put into it a pint of water, whare in some corriander seeds have bin boyled, then set it 

on the fyer, and when tis boiled put in some juice of Lemon, stire it well together, and when 

the cream begins to break take it of the fier, and power it gently on a fine Holland cloth so let 

the whay run from it, and tye it up like a bagg and hang it up all night, in the morning take it 

out, and season it with rose water and suger; 

 

 

9. To make a fresh cheese and creame 

 

Take a pint of cream and 3 pints of strokings, heat your cream that it may warme your 

milke a little, then put in a little runnet.  and when tis come well, breake it in a dish with a 

spoon.  and gather it a little with your hand.  and put it in to a cullendor, and let it stand till it 

will goe in your cheese pan, when the whay is well drayned out, put it out and sweeten it.  

and then put it in a gaine and let it stand halfe an howre before you dish it; then you must 

have ready the cream which must have bin milked as fast as you can possible the night 

before, and sweeten it and power it on the cheese, and some grated nuttmeg on it; 

 

 

10. To Make Goosberry, or Codling Cream 

 

Take your Codlings scrape the pulpe, and rub it through a hare sive, season it with 

suger, and lay it a good thickens
4
 in y

r
 dish; then take a little creame thicken it with the yolke 

of an Egge, sweeten it with rose water and suger, stire it well that it dus not curdle, it must 

boile but a walme or two, then stire it till tis pretty coole, then power it gently on the apple 

pulp all over it, then take a little cold cream, put in it a little sack, or whit wine, and with a 

little burch rod beate it till tis all froth, and you may drop a little oring flower water in to it, 

and as the froth dus rise take it up and lay it up and down on the other cream in heaps, it must 

be sweetend to be fore you begin to beat it, 

 

 

11. To Make Mountaine Cream 

 

Take 3 gallons of new milke, on nutmeg, fix blads of mace brased and tyed in a cloth.  

and boiled in the milke, when it boiles up put to it a full quart of cream, stiring it well to 

gether, and then take it of the fyer, put it in to milk pans stirring it till it be cold, let it stand 24 

howers, then take up the cream and season it with rose water and suger, then take a whisk and 

whip it, then with a spoone lay it in heaps in your dish, and let it stand all night, when you 

serve it up put round a bout your heaps creame sweetened with suger and a little rose water; 

 

                                                
3 ‘as bigg’ repeated in the original. 
4 Anne’s mis-spelling of ‘thickness’. 
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12. To Make Brown Bread Creame 

 

Putt 2 quarts of good cream in to an earthen pan, to a bout a gallon of new milke, then 

season it with suger, grated nuttmeg and whole mace, set it over a fyer and let it be scalding 

hot, then cover it all over with thin slices of brown Bread.  and let it stand all night to cream, 

then take it up as whole as you can and lay it in your dish; 

 

 

13. To Make a Lemon Caudle 

 

Slice a penny manchet into a quart of faire water, let it boile till halfe be consumed, 

put in the yolkes of 4 eggs well beaten, but it must first be taken of the fire and cooled before 

the eggs be put in, then set it on the fyer a gaine to thicken, and put in juice of Lemon, and 

sweeten it to your tast; 

 

 

14. To Make Custards 

 

Take 3 pints of good creame, 8 yolkes of eggs, and one white, boyle your creame with 

a little nuttmeg cut in quarters, some sticks of cinamon and large mace, beat your eggs very 

well.  and mingle them with the cream and sweeten it with suger and a little rose water, then 

straine it through a haire cive, and put it in your crust or dishes and so bake them, 

 

For the crust make it with flower, and skim milke boyled, and a very little butter broke into 

the flower, and so make them up round and pin paper a bout the sides both with out and with 

in to keepe them from falling, and so bake them first, then fill them, and sett them in the oven 

againe; 

 

 
Figure 1; To make the Lemon Creame 
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15. To make the Lemon Creame 

 

Take the juice of 6 good lemons
5
, and the rinds of 2 pared thinn, and steeped 

overnight in the juice. The next morning straine the juice from the pill and seeds; then take 

the whits of 7 or 8 eggs new layd, and ^ 
less then

 the yolke of won. beat them very well ^ 
and straine 

them
 then mingle with them better then a pint of spring water, and as much rose water, or oring 

flower water as you like, then put in the lemon juice, and so sweeten it to your tast, but not to 

sweet for tis best to be something sharp, let it be lofe suger, then set it on the fier. and keep it 

stiring continually till it coms to the thicknes of creame, it should not boile, when tis enough 

let it run throw a hare sive into your dish that it may looke smooth; you may perfume it if you 

please; put in the suger before the eggs, lett it not stand to long on the fire 

 

 

16. To Make a Sillibub 

C: L:
6
 

 

Take a pint of Creame, halfe a pint of Rennish wine, or whit wine, and a quarter of a 

pint of sack, the juice of a lemon, and the pill of it grated, if it be not a very good lemon it 

must be some thing more juice, 3 quarters of a pound of lofe suger pounded small, mingle all 

these in a deepe Earthin pott, and beat it all on way with a Burchen rod till it bee so thick that 

the rod will almost stand upright, then put it into your pott, or glasses, and let it stand a day; 

besure to beat it all one way elce it will turne to a curd, and beat it pretty quick;  

 

 

17. A whit wine Sillibub 

R. Gros.
7
 

 

Take a pint of Sweet Cream, halfe a pint of white wine, and the juce of 2 or 3 

Lemons, and put it all to geather. into a glass churn, or an earthen jugg with a wid mouth, and 

stopp the mouth of it hard with a clean cloth that nothing may run out, and so shake it till you 

find it begin to curdle, which you may see on the cloth, then power it out, elce it will turne to 

butter if it be shaked to long, then put it in to your sillibub pott and sweeten it to your tast; 

this quantety will take neere halfe a pound of suger if the lemons be good; it should stand 3 or 

4 houers be fore it be eaten; 

 

 

18. Cheese Cakes y
e
 Lady Bedfords way

8
 

 

Make a tender curd and press it well, then take a pint of cream and boyle it, slice in 

the crumbs of a manchet, when that is steeped, then beate the bread, and cream, and curd, in a 

mortter. and a pound
9
 of butter then put in the yolkes of 8 or 10 eggs beaten, and season it 

with nuttmeg, mace, rose water, salt, and suger, 

 

                                                
5 ‘6’ inserted after a heavy deletion, possibly of ‘8’.  Four or five words deleted between ‘thinn’ and ‘and steeped’. 
6 ‘C: L:’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title.   
7
 ‘R. Gros.’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title.   

8 See also A8 and B61 for Lady Bedford’s recipes. 
9 ‘Halfe’ (a pound) deleted. 
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For the crust 2 quarts of flower, a pound of butter, suger, rose water, and creame, and the 

yolkes of ^ 
ten

 eggs
10

, and make it in to past and role it thin, 

 

 

19. To Make Cheese Cakes
11

 

Cos. K. Lytt
12

 

 

Take 2 quarts of the thickest creame and boyle it, only keepe out a little to beate with 

the eggs, cold, which must be 12 or 14 ^ 
yolkes only

, well beaten togeather then put them in the 

creame that hath boyled, and stire it one way till it just boyle, then power it out of the skellet, 

and let it stand tell it be cold, then take 9 quarts of aftarings and one quart of cream, and 

warme it a little so much as will make it come, then put in a little runnett, when it is come 

breake it. then let it stand a little that the curd may goe to the bottome, then hang it up in a 

cloth that the whey may run from it, when the whey is very cleane drained from the curd, 

then beate your curd in a marble morter. till it be extream tender, then put the curd into the 

creame and eggs, and add to it the yolkes of 3 eggs more well beaten, and stire it well alto 

geather. then take a pound and halfe of corrans. and wash and dry them very well, then put 

them in to it, and sweeten it with suger, and put in nuttmegs, and a good deale of mace. to 

your taste. and so mix it well all to geather; 

 

Then for the crust, Take of the finest wheate flower you can get, a little rose water, and put a 

good deale of suger to it, take alsoe the yolkes of 2 or 3 eggs and put in your flower, then take 

thick creame and warme it pretty hot. with a good deale of suger in it, so make up your past 

very stiffe. and beat it extreamly with a roleing pinn; 

 

 
Figure 2; To Make Cheese Cakes – in different handwriting? 

 

 

20.  (Whippt Syllabubs – missing)
13

  

 

                                                
10 ‘Ten’ inserted to replace a deleted word. 
11 B85 appears to have been written by a different person from the majority of the recipes. The handwriting is much neater.  
12 ‘Cos. K. Lytt’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. See also A38, A93, A97, A100, B2. 
13

   ‘Whippt Syllabubs’ is listed in the Contents but there is no ‘B86) in the recipe pages. 
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21. To Make an ordinary Posset
14

 

 

Set 5 pints of milk on the fire let it boyle then beat 4 eggs with a little suger and 

nutmeg mix them into y
e
 milk by degrees and keepe it sturing tell it is redy to boyle, then 

have redy a bout  a pint of cyder, or les then a pint of Ale sweetened with suger and heated 

hot, poure in the milke as soone as it comes of the fire as high as you can tell it froths much, 

sturing it all the while, if the curd doe not rise set y
e
 bason on a chafeing dish of coles tell it 

riseth round the edges;  

 

 
Figure 3; To Make an ordinary Posset - another hand? 

 

 

To boyle Jockalet
15

 

 

Take a little a bove halfe a pint of milk and as much water, boyle them together then 

put in an Egg. and 3 spoonfulls of jockallet and 4 spoonfulls and a halfe of suger, and mill 

them well together on the fire, and to make it froth well sett the pot in some hott water and 

there mill it well and it will rase the froth, the best way is to mix the eggs, chocalet and suger 

together and beat them before you put them into the milke and water; 

 

 

22. To make a Lemon Cream 

Mrs Tate
16

 

 

Take the whites of 7 eggs, a pint of spring water and the juce of 4 lemons, beat the 

eggs very well. then mix them with the water, and Lemon Juce, and sweeten it to your tast 

with duble refined lofe suger; then strain it in to a sauce pan and set it on a sloe fire 

                                                
14 There appear to be slight differences between the handwriting, spelling and punctuation of Recipes B87 – B89 and the 

majority of the other recipes.  
15 This recipe does not appear in the Contents list; it is not numbered on the recipe pages. 
16 ‘Mrs Tate’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
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continually stirring it tell it jelleys. and if there be any skum take it of, and if there be any 

white lumps, strain it in to your glasses 

 

 

23. To make Calves feet Jelly Mrs Tate 

 

Take 4 calves feet Blanch them very clean from the hares, then clear the feet from all 

the fatt which is betwixt the toes, then boyle them in 2 gallons of water on a slow fire till 

halfe be consumed, then strain it into a broad dish or pan. and when it is cold, take of all the 

skum and fatt which is on the top and bottom very clean, then take 12 or 14 whites of eggs, 

the juce of 9 lemons. and 3 quartters of a pound of duble refined suger, and beat all these very 

well togeather; take the jelly very clean from any dross. and set it over the fire in a clean pan. 

and when it boyls, put in the eggs and whot was mixed with them, then keep it stirring tell it 

boyle a bout a quartter of an hower, then take it of and run it through a jelly bag. if it be not 

very clear run it twice throw, the bag must be thick swanskin, you must put in a bitt of Allom 

the bigness of an hassle nutt to make it clear 

 

 
Figure 4; To make Calves feet Jelly Mrs Tate 
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Section C 
 

1. Lady Manchesters Cordiall water 

 
17

Take: the leves of Angelico dryed, 6 ounces; of Cardus Benidictus dryed, 3 ounces;  

Bame and Sage, 2 ounces of each and a halfe; angel seeds, 3 ounces brused; sweete fenell 

seeds brused, 4 ounces; licorish cleane, scrapt and brused, 12 ounces; the cordiall powders of 

Diamuscun dulcis,
18

 and of Arancaticum, Rosatum
19

, of each 6 drams;  

 

cut the hearbs very small and infuse them all togeather in a gallon of the best Canary 

sack, close stopt 24 howers, then distill the water very gently with a very small fyer, till you 

have drawn the quantity of 3 pints of the spirit, after increase the fire till you have drawne 2 

pints more then mix the water to geather and put to it of white suger candy disolved in red 

rose water on pound, doe not mix it till it is cold; 

 

 

2. Lady Harberts Oringe water 

 

Take a pottle of Cannary sack. and the outward rinds of 30 orings, pard very thinne, 

and steepe them in the sacke 2 nights and a day, being covred then distill it in a cold still, and 

let it drop upon duble refined suger finly beaten, as much as will sweeten it, draw 3 pints in 3 

pints glasses, and put the first and the last togeather, and the midle will bee as strong as the 

other to; stop the still closse with past that the steme come not out; 

 

 

3. A very Good Water 

 

20
Take Gallingale Mellinnor flowers, cubibs, cardimans, cloves, mace, Ginger, 

cynomen, nutmegs, corriander seeds, fenell seeds, of each of these 2 drams; of Balme, 

Betteny, Spearmint, cardus, scabious, eyebright, of each of these on good hand full; of the 

flowers of couslips, Rosemary, buridge, Bugles, marygoulds flowers, and yellow juily
21

 

flowers, of each 2 drams;  

y
r
 spices, gums and seeds, beate to powder then take a pint of the juice of salindine, 3 

pints of good sack, and let all these ingredients infuse 12 howers, being well stirred, and very 

well stopt in some earthen pott, past the still very well, and keepe a very gently fyer, beate 

halfe a pound of suger very fine, or white suger candy, and put it into the glass and let it drop 

into it, the first quart is the best; 

 

 

4. To make Aquabaugh 

 

Take a gallon of Aqua vite, the strongest, and halfe a pound of Licorish scrapt well 

and sliect thinne, on pound and halfe of reysings ston’d, a quarter of a pound of Annyseeds 

                                                
17 Punctuation added / updated for clarity. 
18 The text originally had the correct spelling of ‘Diamuscus dulcis’ but the final letter ‘s’ in the first word was crossed out 

and replaced with ‘n’.  See Glossary. 
19 Possibly an error by Anne Talbot; see Glossary for both ‘Arancaticum’ and ‘Rosatum’. 
20 Punctuation added / updated for clarity. 
21 Possibly Anne Talbot’s accidental mis-spelling of ‘July’. 
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well dusted and brused, bruse y
r
 licorish in a morter, halfe a pound of dates stoned and cutt in 

peeces, 2 ounces of cinamon, halfe an ounce of large mace, halfe an ounce of cloves, an 

ounce of nutmegs cutt in peeces, 6 grains of musk, 4 grains of Ambergrec; put y
r
 Aquavity 

into a great bellyed glass with all these compounds then put in on pint of pure rose water, on 

pound of suger candy beaten fine, put it in y
r
 rose water and let it disolve before you put it to 

the Aquavity, then put it all togeather and let it stand 9 days, the glass being stopt close, but 

stirr it twice a day, y
n
 let it run through your jelly bags into the glass you will keepe it in; 

 

 

5. To make Rosasolis 

 
22

Take: of the herb Rosasolis gathered in July, on gallon, all the mots being pickt out 

from the leaves; dates, halfe a pound; cinamon, cloves, ginger, of each on ounce; grains, halfe 

an ounce; fine suger, a pound and halfe; red rose leaves greene or dry’d, 4 handfulls;  

steepe all these in a gallon of good Aqua Composita in a glass close stopt, during 20 

days shake it very well togeather once or twice every day, y
r
 suger must bee pounded, y

r
 

spices brused or grosly beaten, your dats cut in long slices the stones taken a way, if you add 

2 or 3 graines of musk, and as much Ambergreece, Corrall and Pearle finly pounded, and 

some fine leafe gould,  

some use to boyle Herdinando buck in rose water
23

 till they have purches’d a faire 

deepe crimson and when the same is cold, they cullor there Aqua Ruba and Rosasolis there 

with; 

 

 

6. To Make Aqua Ruba 

 

Take of musk 6 grains, of cinamon, and ginger, of each an ounce, white suger candy 

on pound, pound the suger, and bruse the spices grosly, bind y
m 

up in a cleane linnin cloth 

and put them to infuse in a gallon of aqua composita in a glass closs stopt 24 howers, shaking 

them togeather divers times, then put theire to of Tueno soles
24

 on drame, suffer it to stand 

and then shake it altogeather, then if y
e
 cullor please you after it is settled power the cleerest 

forth into another glass, but if you would have it deep coller’d suffer it to worke longer on the 

Turnesole 

 

 

7. To Make Cinamon water 

Lady Baynton
25

 

 

Having a copper body, or braspott that will hold 12 gallons, you may well make 2 or 3 

quarts of cinimon water.  

You must put into your body over night: 6 gallons of Canditt
26

 water; and 2 gallons of 

spirit of wine, or to save charges 2 gallons drawne from wine leese, Ale or low wine; 6 pound 

of the best and largest cinamon you can gett, or elce 8 pound of the second sort, well brused. 

but not beaten into powder.  

                                                
22 Punctuation in C5 and C7 added / updated for clarity. 
23 The inference is that ‘some people’, when making this recipe, add ‘Herdinando buck’, previously boiled in rose water, in 

order to colour both Recipes 6 and 7.  See Glossary. 
24 The original has been corrected here; there was a deletion, plus an insertion of ‘e’, between ‘Tu’ and ‘no’.  But see 

‘Turnesole’ in Glossary, and at last line of recipe. 
25 ‘Lady Baynton’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
26 Candied? Meaning sweetened water? 
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Shut your Limbick and begin with a good fire of wood and coles till the vessell begin 

to distill, then moderat the fyer as the pipe may drop a pace and run trickling into the reciver, 

but not blow at any time it helpth much to keepe the water in the bucket nott to hott by often 

changing there of.  

 

It must never bee so hot but you may indure y
r
 finger there in, then divide in to quart 

glasses y
e
 spirritt which first desends, and wherein you find noe tast, or at least a very small 

on of the cinamon, then may you boldly after the spirit begins to come strong of the cinimon, 

draw until you have gotten at least a gallon in the reciver and then divid often, by halfe pints 

and quarter pints, least you draw to long, which you shall know by the faint tast, and milkey 

collor which distills in the end.  

 

This you must now and then tast in a spoone, now when you have drawne so many as 

you find good, you may add there unto so much of your spirit that came before your cinamon, 

as the same will well beare, which you must find by your tast, but if your spirit and cinamon 

bee both good you may of the afore sayd proportion well make up 2 gallons or 2 gallons and 

a quart of good cinamon water.  

 

Heare note that it is not a miss to make your glasses was first fild with the spirit that 

desended and so of y
e
 second 3 and 4 and when you mix begin with the last glass first, and so 

the next because they have most tast of the cinamon than those that came first, and therfore 

most fitt to bee mixt w
th

 your cinamon water. 

 

If you meane to make but 8 or 9 pints at once then begin with halfe the proportions, 

also that spirit which remains unmixt dus serve to make cinamon water y
e
 second time this 

way hath bin often proved and found most excelent; take heed that your Limbick bee cleane, 

and have noe manor of sent in it, and so like wise the glasses, funills and potts, you use a bout 

this worke 

 

 

8. To make Balme water 

 

To every gallon of Clarit wine put on pound of greene balme, keep that which comes 

first and is cleerest by it selfe, and the second and weakest sort by it selfe, that which is 

weake and comes last by it selfe distill it in a pewter Limbick luc’d with past
27

 to a bras pott, 

draw this in May or June, put in suger in your bottls that the water being warme may disolve 

it 

 

 

9. To make Aqua Composita 

Doctor Stevens
28

 

 

Take a gallon of Gascoine wine, of Ginger, gallingall, cinomon, and nutmegs, 10 

graines, anyseeds, fenell seeds, and carraway seeds of each a dram; of sage mints, red roses, 

time, pellitory, rosemary, wild time, camomell, and lavender, of each a handfull. Bray the 

                                                
27 ‘past’ meaning ‘paste’ but ‘luc’d with past’ not understood. 

28 ‘Doctor Stevens’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title; the Contents list shows the name as ‘Doctor 

Steevens’.  This is probably not acknowledging a family friend or doctor; it is probably a recipe for ‘Doctor Steephen’s 

Water’, which appears in various 17th century recipes as a medicine for a number of conditions, including the plague.  
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spices, and bruse y
e
 hearbs leting y

m
 macerate, 14 ^ 

steepe in the wine
 12 howers, stirring them now 

and then, 
then

 distild 
it
 by a Limbick of pewter, keeping the first cleere water that cometh, by it 

selfe, and so likewise the second, you may draw much a bout a pint of the best water from 

every gallon of wine 

 

This water has maney vertus 

 

 

10. To make Nutmeg water  

 

Take a pound of nutmegs and bruse them, and infuse them in 2 gallons of aqua vite 

being small, then distill it in a Limbick, and draw of your 2 gallons, but on of nutmeg water. 

then put into it on pound of fine suger and let it desolve, then let it settle for 3 or 4 days, and 

then power it of from the bottome. and keepe it close stopt 

 

 

11. A good water for a surfitt, or Qualmes in y
e
 stomack 

 

Take a pottle of aqua vita and a pint of red poppy water and halfe a pint of rose water, 

put it in a great glass. and put to it halfe a pound or more of suger candy. and a pound of 

reisings of the sun stond. And a quarter of a pound of dates stoned and sliced; mace, 

cinnamon and cloves, of each halfe an ounce, on ounce of Anny seeds, all these brused, on 

ounce of licorish, slict, shake all these well togeather, then stop the glass close. and let it 

infuse at least a fortnight, shaking y
e
 glass every day, in the meane time you must dry one a 

table, 6 handfulls of red poppy flowers. and when they are dry put in a good many of them 

and shake it together, and you must put in 2 grains of musk. and as much of ambergreece tyd 

up in a ragg, and so let it stand a weeke longer, then straine it and keepe it in glasses, all the 

yeare tyd up close. 

 

 
Figure 5; Cytron Water 
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12. Cytron water
29

 

 

Pare your citrons very thinn, then steepe them in canary sack a night, then distill it of 

in a glass still, and let it drop in to white suger candy; 

 

 

13. To make parfit water 

 

Take 2 gallons of small aqua vita, then take of carraway seeds and coriander seeds, 

halfe a pound of each; of parsly seed 2 ounces, and 4 ounces of cinomon, ginger halfe a 

pound, on ounce of nutmegs, infuse therein your aqua vita 4 days and then distill y
m

 as afore 

sayd, and then dulcify it with a pound of fine suger, then keepe it for your use; 

 

 

14. Our Goulden spirit of life thus made 

 

Take 3 pints of the spirit of wine leese, and on pint of the juyce of salandine, stibium 

on dram in fine powder, orgeny 10 sponfulls, of good hony on sponfull of y
e
 flowers of 

rosmary, and of the flowers of Mellilot of each on handfull; cardemums, cubits, Gallingall, 

the least of each 2 drams, 2 bones of a stagg, the hart or 2 drams of the powder of the horne, 

safforne the weight of 12 pence, powder these that are to bee pounded, then put all into the 

body of a glass still well luted, let the head bee to a great receiver, then with a very luke heate 

distill a pint and halfe, and a pint after, the vertus are many, take halfe a sponfull at a time, 

quench theire in the sonne of the earth 24 times or more; 

 

 

15. To make Aqua Bezartica 

 

Take Beazer Stone on ounce and beat it to powder and then infuse it in spirit of wine 

in a glass closs stopt, and set it in sand, maintaining a strong fyer for 8 or 10 days, then take it 

from the fyer, and put it in a glass still, and distill it 4 times over, and then keepe it for your 

use close stopt; 

 

 

16. To make the Plague Water 

 

Take 3 pints of the best muskadine, and boyle it till it come to a quart, with a handful 

of Rue, and a handful of red sage, and then take it of and straine it, then take an ounce of 

ginger, a quarter of an ounce of nutmegs, as much of long pepper beaten, sift them very fine, 

then put in these spices and let them boyle a little while, then take it of and put in a quarter of 

a pint of Angelico water, on ounce of mithridate, and halfe an ounce of venis treakle, and 3 

grains of Beazer, and as much as will ly on a six pence of Couchenele, and mix it well 

togeather and keepe it for your use; 

 

When you use it shake it all togeather, and if you feare the infection take a sponfull of it 

fasting, you may take it for a surfitt, or to bring out the small pox, or you may take it any 

infectious disease, tis approved; 

 

                                                
29 This recipe seems to have been written at a different time, and possibly written by a different person. 
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17. To make Lemon Water 

 

Take 2 gallons of small Aqua vite and then take 100 or more of lemons, and pare of 

the rinds very thine and infuse the pills in y
e
 aque vite, and distill them. and you shall have a 

gallon of water, and when you have dun so, hang on lemon pill in the water, till it hath given 

it the tincture, then dulcifye it with a pound of fine suger, and so keepe it; 

 

 

18. Mrs
 Fusses ^ 

milke 
water 

 

Take halfe a pound of Cardus Benidictus, a quarter of a pound of wormwood, and a 

quarter of a pound of sentury, and steepe it all night in milk, and then distill it; tis good for 

small pox feavor, measles, or surfitt; 

 

 

19. Aque Marabilis 

My Cos. Bromleys
30

 

 

Take Cardamums, Gallingall, Cubebs, and Mellylot flowers; mace, nutmegs, cloves; 

and ginger. of each a drame, beate all these a part in fine powder and the body of a stillitory 

glass, you may steepe them a hole night in 3 pints of white wine, and on pint of Aqua vita and 

on pint of the juyce of Salidine, and on the morrow distill it with as soft a fyer as may bee; 

 

This water is of a secrit nature 

 

it doth desolve the swelling of the Lungs. if they bee putrifyed it healith and 

comforteth them; it purifyes the blood so that none that use it needs leting blood; it sufferith 

noe heate to molest the heart, nor windy fumes to arise; it proffiteth much against maloncoly, 

and expeleth y
e
 flegme in the stomack or brest; it preservith the visige, and memory; and it 

doth distroy the palsey in the tounge or limbs, and on sponfull given to one that is dying; it 

restores y
e
 spirits for a time; such as are in indifrant good health may in the wintor time take 

heere of twice a weeke on spoonful: but once in the summer, but shuch as are sick weake and 

consuming may take it more often, first and last and half an hower before meales;  

 

 

20. Plague water 

Mrs Armerers
31

 

 

Take Rosmary, Red Sage, kew, salindine, dragons, Bettony, Angelico, wormwood, 

mugwort, scabious, Turmentill, Pyremony, Pimpernell, that growes in y
e
 corne, liverwort; of 

each one pound. Of pencian roots one ounce, shred all y
e
 hearts and steepe them in 3 gallons 

of white wine, 3 days and 3 nights then still it in a limbick, or a rose still, which you please 

with a soft fyer, taking the first running, by it selfe; y
e
 second will not bee so strong, it must 

bee a fortnight old before it bee ready to drink, it will keepe very well 3 or 4 yeare, the hearbs 

must bee gathered in the heate of y
e
 day, when the dew is of them, the best time to make this 

water is the end of May, or the beginning of June; 

 

This Turmentis is the 7 leaf grass 

                                                
30 ‘My Cos. Bromleys’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
31 ‘Mrs (or Mr) Armerers’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
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21. To Distill Cockwater 

 

Take a red cock and kill him, and pull of his feathers, then cut him a broad in the 

back, and take out all his intrills, and wipe him very cleane and break all his bones with the 

back of a cleever, then put it in common rose still, with a pottle of sack, a pound of curranes, 

a pound of Raysings stoned; a quarter of a pound of dates, the stones taken out of them, and 

the dats cut small; 2 handfulls of pimpernell, 2 handfulls of orginey, on handfull of rosmary, 

on handfull of wild time and as much Balme; put the hearbs into the bottome, being shred 

with a knife, lay the cock next the hearbs, and the fruit upper most, still this with a soft fyer; 

then take a quarter of a pound of white suger candy, halfe a booke of the best leafe gould, 

beat the sugar candy very fine, and then stirre in the Gould with it in the glass, when the 

water dus drop there will come a quart of the best water, and the second water will bee as 

good to mingle with it if it bee to strong; 

 

This water is good to strengthen a weeke body inclining to a consumption; and to quicken the 

memory; you must drink it last at night and first in the morning 3 or 4 sponfulls at a time; 

 

 

22. To Make a Cordiall Cherry Water 

 

Take 9 pound of cherrys and stone them, and 9 ounces of cinamon and bruse it, 3 

nutmegs sliced, halfe a handfull of rosemary tops, halfe a handfull of balme, a quarter of a 

handfull of sweete margerum, put to all this 9 pints of clarett wine, leting it stand a day and a 

night close stopt, then put it in a limbick or cold still, your cherrys must bee brused before 

you put them in, then past up your still very close, and draw it with a very soft fire, and put 

into the glass, suger, musk, and ambergreece, you must tye up your musk and ambergreece in 

lawne; 

 

 

23. Cordiall water for A Surfet 

 

Take a gallon of the best Aqua vita, put a pint of damask rose water into it, and a 

pound of white suger candy brused, let it disolve a day and an night, then put into it halfe a 

pint of distild poppy water, on pound and a half of reisings of y
e
 sun stoned, halfe a pound of 

dates sliced, an ounce of mace, and an ounce of cloves brused, and an ounce of cinomon 

brused, as much anyseedes rubed and the dust blowne a way; a quarter of an ounce of 

liquorish scraped and sliced, and let these stand steeping 4 days in the aqua vita, then put in a 

good handfull of red poppy leaves, then put in 3 graines of ambergreece, and less than 2 of 

musk, and let them steepe with the other ingredients, 9 days more, stirring it every day, then 

straine it and keepe the water for your use; 

 

 

24. Rose Mary wine y
e
 best way 

 

Take a good quantity of rosemary, being in the full sap, bruse it well, in a morter, but 

stampe it not to much, then put that rosemary into a linnin bag, and put it into good new wine, 

white or claret, that the bag may sinke to the bottome, and when it hath bin in 2 or 3 days till 

it bee softned, then with a  soft fyer seeth the wine and rosemary togeather often scuming it, 

then straine it into an earthen pot, and take out y
e
 bag of rose mary, and straine it w

th
 a hand 

strayner into the boyl’d wine, that y
e
 sent and substance thereof may distel into the wine, then 
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put there to a quantity of the same wine newly drawne out of the vessell, and mix them well 

togeather; then put it into a vessell of glass, and drinke not of it till it bee a month old; 

 

The vertue 

 

This drinke is good for the defection in weomen whereby conseption is hindred, it cureth the 

head ake, it comforteth y
e
 heart, strengthens the brayne, desolves fleame, purges maloncoly, 

clenseth the blood, helpeth all obstructions and stopings, and extenrats
32

 all groose humours. 

 

 

25. Mint water 

 

Take spere mint pick it from the stalks, let it lye and dry a day and a night, then put it 

into a common still and still it with a soft fire till as much bee come from it as the herbs will 

yeild strong and good, then take more mint pick’t and brused, and put it into the water you 

have distild, and let it lye in it a day then distill the herbs and water togeather with a soft fyer, 

this doe 2 or 3 days, or till the water bee as strong as you would have it, then put to it spirit of 

wine, till it bee of the strength you desire it, and add to it as much white suger candy as will 

sweeten it to your tast; 

 

 

26. Cardus water 

 

you must gather your Cardus when it begins to knott, with the thistle on it, and let it 

dry a day or 2 after it is gathred, then infuse it in wine, as you doe your angelico 12 howers, 

and then distill it in a limbick with a soft fire. till all the spirit of wine bee run forth, then put 

in the seeds you doe in angelico water, and the quantity of each, annyseeds, liquorish, 

carraway seeds, and fenell seeds; and then draw it up through your limbick and if you would 

have it red, take so much Alcenet as will give it a collor, and put in the same spice you doe in 

your Angelico water but noe dates; 

 

 

27. Angelico water 

 

Take 3 gallons of sack or claret wine, and put it in a stone crock, and take 3 handfulls 

of the best of the angelico. and but very few of the leavs. put your angelico into the wine and 

let it infuse 22 howers y
n
 put it in a pot and set the limbicke over it, and let it stand with a soft 

fire, till all the spirit bee out of the wine, let it run into a stone pot with a narrow mouth, then 

the next day put to this quantity 3 quarters of a pound of liquorish, as much annyseeds, 2 

ounces of fenell seeds, of carraw seeds, of corriander seeds, rumwell seeds, of each 2 ounces, 

put all these to the spirit of wine, with a pottle of good wine out of the vessill, and let it stand 

infusing, 3 or 4 howers, then draw it up through your limbick, with a soft fire as before, and if 

you will have it yellow hang into it a bag of saffron, then put in so much suger as will 

sweeten it to your tast, on ounce of cinamon, as much nutmeg, 3 ounces of ginger, these must 

bee broken in a morter but not so small, then take 10 graines of musk and tye it in a cloth and 

let it hang 10 days in it stiring it 3 or 4 times a day, and then straine it into a glass bottle and 

so keepe it, for your use you must steepe also in it a quarter of a pound of dats stoned and 

quartred; 

                                                
32 ‘extenrats’ - word not understood.  Presumably implies ‘exterminates’ or similar. 
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28. An Exelent Surfitt water 

Mrs Burmans
33

 

 

Steepe a pound of red feild poppeys, clensed from y
e
 seeds, in a gallon of y

e
 best 

Aqua vita, 2 days and 2 nights, then straine it, and to y
e
 liquor put on pound of fine suger, 

halfe a pound of reysings of the sun stoned, 2 ounces of y
e
 best English licorish scrapet and 

slis’t, on ounce of anny seeds brused, on ounce of methrydate, on dram of saffrone finely 

shreed, 2 penny worth of long peper brused, on pint of couslip water, 110 graynes of snake 

roote, set these in a narrow necked glass closse stop’t, 3 weekes or a month, and so use it;  

 

 

29. The plague water 

 

Take Rue, egremony, wormwood, Salendine, Angelico, Sage, Tormentell, Scabious, Balme, 

mugwort, pimpernell, spermint, scordus, Cardus-Benedictus, dragons, fetherfew, woodsorrill, 

Avens, Burnett, Gallega, Motherwort, Marygold flowers, Burrage flowers, cowslep flowers, 

pansey flowers, of each of these halfe a pound; of rosemary flowers a pound, a little roote of 

Elicompane, fenell seeds, Anny seeds, coriander seeds, cardimum seeds, of each 2 ounces, 

bruse the seeds, and shred the hearbs small and infuse them in 3 gallons of sack, let the vessel 

bee closs stopst with past, and then distill it in a comon still, you must add of fine methridat 4 

ounces, and of Andromica treakle 6 ounces, mingle these with the other when you are ready 

to still it; you must weigh the hearbs greene and to distill them, out of 3 gallons of sack you 

may draw a gallon of the best water. which will keepe long, then draw a quart of midle water, 

then draw 3 pints. which is the worst; which will not keepe long. but mingle the 2 last 

together; the hearbs infus but on night, there will bee 1 gallon and halfe and a pint, 

 

 

30. My own Ointment for Pains
34

 

 

Take Camomile, Pennyroyal, Wormwood, Hyssop, Savin, Rue, Sweet marjoram, 

Pansy, S
t
 Johnswort, unset

35
 Thyme, Mugwort, Egrimony, Shepheards purse, Rosmary tops, 

young Broom tops.  Of each one handful, wash them clean, & let them run dry in a sieve, 

bruise them small, mix them w
th 

a pound and quarter of unwash’d May Butter, Let it stand in 

a glass vial a month or six weeks in the sun. Then boyl it up, & so strain it off for use. 

                                                
33 ‘Mrs Burmans’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
34

 Numbers 30 and 31 are written by a different author, with significant differences in handwriting.  
35

 ‘unset Thyme’ not understood. 
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Figure 6; My own Ointment for Pains 

 

31. My own cooling Ointment 

 

Take Plantane leaves, Fumitory, Poppy leaves, Honey Suckle Leaves, Alder leaves, 

Cullambine Leaves, Marygold leaves, Fennel, of each of these one hand full, wash y
m

, & let 

them dry in a Sieve, & pound them small, & mix it w
th 

a pound of May Butter unwash’d. Let 

it stand in a glass vial in the sun one month. Then boyl it up, & strain it off for use. 

 

 
Figure 7; My owne Seere Cloth 
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32. 36
My owne Seere Cloth wi

ch 
I had from Aun

t 
Talb

t
 

 

take a pint of good sallet oyle, hafe a pound of Red Lead finely beaten at y
e
 

Apothecary
s
, then tak: one spoonful of Venis turpantine, mingle the oyle & turpantine well 

together in a skillet by sturing it well, then put in y
e
 red Lead sturing it all the while; then set 

it on the fire & let it boyle, never Ceaseing sturing it tell it be boyled enough; wi
ch 

you may 

know by droping sume of it upon a putter plait, for when it looks black when it is cold it is 

boyld enough.
37

  

 

(In left hand margin, alongside ‘you may know’) hear put in (blaksoj ???)
38

 one pennerth 

 

then power it into cold water & make it up in Roles for use &c : spredding it upon 

Cloath as it is wanted & warme it & lay it to y
e
 place a greeved, it is good to ceas y

e
 paine of 

y
e
 Gout or any other paine it will assuage swellings & take away the Ague in y

e
 Brest, or any 

other part, it will heale a green wound, but then it must be dresed once a day, but for pains it 

must ley on as long: as it will stick  

 

 

33. My old Aunt Talbot’s Green Salve 

 

take a pound of Rason, a pound of Bees wax, two pennyworth of white frankincese 

two penerth of yellow Turpentine a quarter of a pound of Boars Grease a quarter of a pound 

of Dears or sheep
s 
suet, a quarter of a pound May buttor, or some Capons grease. 

bruse y
e
 rason and slice y

e
 wax, & put all these together and set it on y

e
 fire to melt 

and let it boyle one warme then take it off & skim it, then put into it two spoonfull of oyle of 

Bays to spoonfull of oyle (exet ???)
 39

 or two spoonfull of oyle of Camomile & give it one 

warme more on y
e
 fire, then take it off & let it cool a little & putting into it two penerth of 

Vardigrease finely pounded  

give one warme more & strain it in to potts for use its good for either old or Green 

wounds 

 

 
Figure 8; My old Aunt Talbot’s Green Salve 

                                                
36 The recipes from C32 onwards appear to be written by several different authors, with varying handwriting styles and 

different spelling; C32 and C33, which have confusing references to ‘My Aunt Talbot’, have numbers ‘32’ and ‘33’ written 

in the left-hand margin. The titles of several recipes are not distinct from the main text.  
37 Paragraphs and other punctuation added during transcription. 
38 Word not recognised / understood. 
39 Word not recognised / understood. 
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34. Mrs 
Stukely’s Cordial for Vapours Low Spirits & Hysterick Fits. 

 

Two Ounces of Stone-soot beat to powder 

One Ounce of Assafaetida slic’d thin. 

Four Ounces of Eggshells dry’d and beat to powder. 

Put these Ingredients in to a quart of good Brandy. & shake it well together for ten days. 

Give two Spoonfuls to grown people. & two Tea spoonfuls to Children.  

For fits.  

Add to it black Cherry Water as you please. 

 

 

35. Mrs Brostors lipe salve 

 

take one p
d
 of May butter, un washed and un salted, the Marrow of three Marrow 

bones, six ounces of Bees wax, melt y
e
 marrow & butter a part, & when cold weight them, 

takeing an equal quantity; y
e
 Marrow, must be strained y

e
 Bees wax shaved, put y

e
 marrow, & 

butter over y
e
 fire, and when melted stur in the bees wax, & then sture in six pennyworth of 

allcony
40

 root, to make it red colour, strain it threw a thin cloth into your potts, & stur it till tis 

Cold.  

 

 

36. to cure y
e
 Rickits my Mother’s Recait

41
 

 

take a handful of liverworth, unsett Issup mother time
42

 y
e
 same quatity, half a 

handfull of y
e
 buds of woodbins, as much Ground Ivoy, as much whit primmyros, as much 

Cowsleps blosoms & leaves, a q
r
 of a handful of y

e
 tope

s
, of roesmary, as much green 

margerum, wash all these very cleane & let y
e
 water run from them till they be quit drey then 

pune y
m

 and take two pound of May butter unwashed & put y
e
 herbs into it & boyle it well 

then straine it into a pott for use  

so night & moring anoyent y
e
 childs ribbes & belly very well before a fire rube it well 

in &c: you must ad half a hand full of y
e
 tops or hearts of foxgloves when they new spring up 

 

 
Figure 9; to cure ye Rickits my Mother’s Recait 

 

                                                
40 ‘allcony’ – word not known / understood. 
41 Recipe C36, clearly written by a different author from the majority of recipes, contains several words that are very 

difficult to interpret. See Error! Reference source not found.. 
42 Presumably means ‘the same quantity (a handful each) of sunset hyssop and mother of thyme’; but there is no comma 

separating them in the original.  
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37. Miss Plowden resait for y
e
 Collek or Ague 

 

take one ^ 
ounce

 of Chamemile flowers, & one Drachm of Salt of Wormwhod, half an 

ounce of Drid Orring Pill, enfuse this together in a Pint of boylin water, & drink it all, about 

an houer, before you expect a fit &c:  

   

 

38. A recept for y
e
 Dropsie 

 

take ye branch leaves of Artichoques, & pound y
m

 in a Morter & straine in and put y
e
 

liquer in to a bottle & keep it till you have a fitt of the Dropsie, and then tak: a spoonfull or 

more of that liquor at a time, & put it in to a glass of white win & drink it twices a day 

Morning & afternoon, it will purge you by urime, but if that quantity dus not doe it enough, 

you may repeat it as you see occasion &c: 

 

 

39. Sis: Bell Dav: receip for y
e
 yallow or black Janeders 

 

take tanecrick
43

 turmeryrick & y
e
 inward Bark of Barbary dryed to to

44
 powder, sift 

them threw a sive (-)
45

 2 pennyworth, ground small devide it in 3 parts, & take for three 

Mornings, as much of each as will ly on a sixpence, in a draft of white Wine, warmed wi
th

 a 

gad of steel, fast for a time after you drink it, repeat it as oft as you have occasion &c: 

 

 
Figure 10; Recipes for Dropsie, Janeders and Rume plaisters 

 

                                                
43 ‘tanecrick’ not known / understood; it may be an archaic name for a type of turmeric. 
44 ‘to’ repeated in original, at end of line and beginning of next line. 
45 There appears to be an ingredient missing here. 
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40. the Rume plaisters  

 

take two pennyworth of soft Bwegaldary
46

 pitch, one pennorth of venes turpentine, as 

much pare Ronsen
47

 as the end of your thum, & as much stone pitch as your fist, melt all 

these together in an Earthen Cuppe, & keep it for use, then you must apply this plaisters on 

boath your tempeles, & it will stop: the rume from folling down into y
e
 Eyes, it must be 

scraped very fine, & spred upon blak Velvit, wi
th

 a hot knife, & put ^ 
as 

hot upon the temples, 

as you can endure it   

 

 

41. a water for sore Eyes 

Mr Add
48

 

 

Take an ounce of sweet fennel seeds, and a handful of hyssop, put these into five half 

pints of spring water, & boyl ,m
49

 together, till one half is wasted, then strain, it of, & when 

you use it warm, a little of this water in a spoon, & wi
th

 a fine soft linnen rag: bath y
e
 Eyer as 

soon as you awake in y
e
 morning, & do so oft times in y

e
 day, and when you go: to Bead 

likwise, 

 

 

42. Mrs Jolly
s
 recait to make a Drink: for a women wi

th
 Child to take a 

bout a Mounth: before she lookes 

 

Take 4 quarts of good small Beer a pound & half of Reasons of the sun, a pound of 

blue figgs, one ounce of lickrish a quarter of aunce of anyleseed, boyle it half a way & so 

drink it morning & night – you must scrap & pull the lickrish ston y
e
 reasons & slitt y

e
 Figgs  

 

 

43. Nephew Hallifax’s Usquebach  

 

Take of stick of liquorice four ounces, stond Raisons two ounces, Cloves bruis’d one 

drachm, Mace and Ginger both likwise, bruis’d of each half a drachm, put this Ingredients 

into six pints of y
e
 best Brandy & ^ 

lett
 them infuse four days, afterward strain for use, the 

Drachms must be such as are used by y
e
 Apothecarry

s
 &c: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(The Recipe book has 11 blank pages before the beginning of Section D) 

  

                                                
46 ‘Bwegaldary’ not understood; presumably a specific type of pitch. 
47 ‘Ronsen’ not understood.  But see Glossary. 
48 ‘Mr Add’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
49 Unusual abbreviation of ‘them’. 
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Section D  
 

1. To Make Cowslipe Wine 

 

Take to every gallon of water two pund of Suger, set it on the fire and boyle it till noe 

Scume rises, then put it in to a wooden vessel, and to every Gallon put 3 quarts of the tops of 

Cowslips.  and put them in as soone as you take it of the fire.  and cover it till tis as Cold as 

worf fitt to worke, then put on some Ale Barme as you doe to Ale stirring it often as you do 

drinke, let it stand three nights.  then tun it up in to your vessel and let it be often stirred for 3 

days only putting the Bung loosely on.  and if it worke not well put a Cloth warme or dish 

over it to make it worke over. 

 

then draw it out in to bottles but doe not stop down the Corke closs till the second day 

then stopp it closs.  at two months end it may be drunke, it will keep a twell month; the water 

and suger must be boyled well together before the Cowslips goe in; 

 

 

2. To make Barbery Wine   

 

Take 3 halfe pecks of Barberys. Old mesur, and stampe them in a stone mortter, then 

put them in to a vessel; and take 3 gallons of water, and boile it well; power it hot upon the 

barberys, and stop it closs; so let it stand for 5 days, then draw it out. and let the liquor run 

throw a strainer, and to that liquor putt a Gallon of Rhenish wine, or white wine, sweeten it 

with a bout 8 or 9 pound of suger; or more, or less, according as you like, stire it a bout till 

the suger is dissolved, then tun it in to the vessell.  and so let it stand 14 days; then draw it out 

and bottle it; 

 

 

3. To Make Quince Wine 

 

Take your Quinces and pare them and grate them, then straine out all the juice very 

cleane, then let the liquor run through a thick flannel bagg 5 or 6 times till it be very cleeere, 

then bottle it with a bout a quarter of a pound of Duble refined suger to every quart bottle put 

in, in lumps. and stop it very well. you must bottle it the same day you make it; 

 

 

4. Apricock wine 

 

Take 3 pound of Aprecocks stoned, put them in to 3 pints of water, with a pound of 

hard suger, set them over the fire till the boile, take of the scum that rises. then let them boile 

till they be tender, then take the Aprecocks out. and let the liquor stand till it be cold, then 

bottle it up.  you may put in to it a sprig of flowerd Clary which will give it a good flaver; 

 

any of these made wines will be ready to drinke at three months end, and will keepe 

well twelve months; 
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5. To Make Goosbery Wine 

 

Take Goosberys when they are ripe, and wash them Cleane.  then cut of the blacks 

and Stalkes of them; waigh them and to every 3 pound of fruite take a pound of lofe suger, 

and a quart of water, when your fruite is picked stampe it in a stone morter. till every 

goosbery is Cracked, then put them in an Earthen vessell that hath a hole for a spiget, and 

power the water on them, and let it stand a day or two sturing it often that time, then straine it 

through a Haire sive, and put it in to the vessell a gaine.  and the suger with it, stiring it well 

till it be disolved, then cover it with double papers.  and sett a Dish upon it, and let it stand for 

3 weekes at least then draw it out, and give it one boyle with a sprige or 2 of flowred Clary, 

and a little more suger, then put it in to the vessel a gaine and let it stand 2 days, then draw it 

in to Bottles.  and let it run through a thick flanell Bagg; doe not tye down the Corkes in a 

weeks time;
50

  

 

 

6. To make wine of Cherrys, Corrans, Rasburys, or Plumbs,   

 

Take for every 3 pound of any of theese fruits, one quart of water, and 1 pound of 

Lofe Suger, bruse the fruits, and steepe them in the water, 2 days.  During that time it must be 

stirred very often; then draw the cleere liquor of, and let it rune through a hare sive, wash the 

vessell and put it in a gaine. and the suger with it, stiring it well till it be disolved, then cover 

it closs. and sett a dish up on it, and let it stand for 3 weekes, then draw it out into bottles, 

well stoped but doe not tye down the corkes at first; 

 

The best cherrys for wine are the Morella, and the Black Flanders Cherry; you must 

stone them before you waigh them.  

 

 

7. To make Raspis Wine   

 

 Take a gallon of the best Sack or whit-wine, and as many red Raspis and put in to the 

Sack, in an earthen pott or indg
51

 that may bee closs stopt, and let it bee so thick that a spoone 

may stand upright in them, then let them stand in a coole place 3 days stirring them every 

day, then let it run through a Jelly bagg, and after make it very sweete with fine suger, and 

then scume it, and put it in bottles, well stopt; 

 

 

8. To make Damson Wine 

 

Take a rundlet and half fill it with Damsons, then take as much water as will fill it up, 

and boyle it and when it is cold put it to the Damsons. and let it stand, and when the Damsons 

are broke that it lookes like wine, draw it out in to bottles, and stop it well, and when you 

drinck it put suger to it; 

 

 

 

                                                
50 

The final sentence might be an accidental error, especially if compared to the following recipe, and to D14’s ‘and doe not 

stop it up of 2 or 3 days’.  It perhaps should read ‘do not fully cork until after a week’. 
51 

‘indg’ meaning not known. 
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9. To Make Clove July Flower sack
52

   

 

To a quart of good Sack put in a pound of suger, and 300 and 20 Clove July Flowers; 

being cut from the white, and set it to sun 40 days, and then strayne it and put it in a bottle; to 

keepe; 

 

 

10. To make Stappony 

 

Take 2 gallons of water, foure pound of raysings stoned, bruse them in a morter, 4 or 

5 lemons and the pill of one, an ounce of Colliander seeds, halfe an ounce of Carraway seeds, 

on handful of Balme, on handful of Buriage, as much Egermony, put all these into the water, 

and steepe them for 4 days, then straine it in to a vessell and bottle it for 3 weekes;  

 

 

11. To Make Hypocras  

 

Take 3 quarts of quick sprittfull white wine, 2 pound and a halfe of fine suger, on 

ounce and a halfe of Cinamon in sticks, 12 Cloves, an ounce of Mace, halfe an ounce of Long 

pepper, the juice of 12 Lemons, 12 graines of ambergreece, on pint of milk, and on handfull 

of violets if they bee in season, let all these stand 5 or 6 howers in infusion, and then let it run 

through a hypocras bagg, to make it cleere take the white of 6 eggs and beate them well put 

them into the bagg before the Hypocras; 

 

 

12. To Make Albanela 

 

Take: 2 quarts of milk, and 2 quarts of water and mix it, then put in a sprigg of 

rosemary, and a pint of rosewater, and some nuttmeg slic’d, and a quarter of a pound of 

suger, and bru: it all togeather very well with two flagons; 

 

 

13. To Make Metheglin  

 

Take of all maner of sweete hearbs in a garden, as Rosemary, Sweete Mergrome, 

Time, Balme, Angelico, Fenell roots, and Persley roots, the pith taken out, of Bugless, 

Marigould flowers, and feild hearbs, Egremony, wild sage, and burnet; boyle your hearbs 

well in the water. you take for the Metheglin, if 4 gallons, then six gallons of water, for in 

boyling it will Consume; after it is boyl’d you must straine the hearbs out, and let y
e
 liquor 

settle till the next day, then take the cleerest; you may take 2 gallons and a halfe of the liquor;  

 
53

and to that: on gallon of hony, then put in an egge. and if it swime it hath hony 

enough, but if it doe not put in more till it dus; then boyle it for the space of an hower, 

skiming it continually; and into this quantity of liquor, of garden hearbs put of each halfe a 

handfull; and of feild hearbs a handful; when it is boyled set it to coole.  as you doe wort, and 

when it is coole you must put good Ale barme in to the bottome of the tub you would have 

the Methegline worke in;  

                                                
52 The original is not numbered.  
53 Paragraph breaks added in transcription to help with reading. 
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then by degrees put in your cold liquor in to the barme, when all is put togeather cover 

it with a cloth, and let it worke almost 3 days, then you may put it in y
r
 vessell, but first take 

of all the barme cleane, and doe not stop it up of 2 or 3 days, and when you doe you must 

have a little hole made in the top with a pegg put in, to give vent.  when you heare it make a 

noyse, you may hang a little bag with some hole Cloves, and a little nutmeg, and ginger 

sliced; you may keepe it 2 yeare; but not use it under 4 months; you must borrow your feild 

hearbs in the Spring, and dry them to use at your pleasure;  

 

 

14. To make Medea 

 

Take a gallon of Honny, put to it 4 gallons of water, stirre them well togeather and put 

them in a kettle, till the gallon be wasted with boyling and scuming, then out it in to a vessell 

to Coole, when it is allmost as coole as wort, then Cleere it out in to a nother vessel, then put 

barme on it, as you doe for your Ale, and so let it worke and then turn it into a vessel, and put 

in a bag with Ginger, Cloves, and Cinamon brused a little, and stop up the vessel very close, 

and when it hath stood a month or 6 weeks, bottle it up and so drinck it. 

 

 

15. Another way to make Medea  

 

Take 10 pound of reysings to 7 gallons of water, you must put but halfe the water to 

them at first, and let them stand 3 or 4 days. each water, let it run through a haire sive, and 

put it up in a rundlet for 2 days, then bottle it up, in bottles. and put to the first water two 

good races of ginger, and 2 nutmegs, the spice must bee pounded and put in baggs, and so put 

in to every bottle, put on graine of musk in to 3 bottles. which will serve when they are 

drunck to put to on of the first watter, and a graine more for the rest, the reysings must be 

crusht out of the last water, and y
e
 bottles fill’d but to the neckes, tye downe the Corkes, set 

y
e
 bottles in sand, in a month it will bee ready to drinck; 

 

 

16. To make Cherry Wine 

 

Take 5 bushells of Kentish Cherrys full ripe, and brisue
54

 them all to peeces with y
r
 

hands, lest with any harder thing the stones should break, then put them in to a Clene Tabb 

and let them stand 24 hours. then take a haire Bag and press a few at a time, and then let y
e
 

Juce stand 2 or 3 hours and then take the cleerest of it, and put in to an earthen, or wooden 

vessell fitt for the quantety and put the thicker Juce in to an other vessell by it selfe. let both 

stand 10 days, and then draw of the Cleere of the furst best vessell, and poure a way all y
e
 

bottom thick stuff, and rince out the vessell with a little of the cleere wine, and then put back 

all that cleere wine into the vessel againe, and fill up the vessell with some of the cleerest of 

that thick liquer. that was put unto the other vessell by itselfe so fine, to help to fill up the 

best, then to every gallon of wine put in a pound of 6 peny white suger, and 4 pound of 

Raysins of the sun in to the vessell, and so let it stand two months, then you may bottle it up 

and stop it close with good corks;  

  

 

 

                                                
54

 Possibly Anne Talbot’s error, intending to write ‘bruise them’. 
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17. To make wine of any frute 

 

Gather the frute when perfectly ripe, and bruise them in a Clene Tub with a wooden 

pestle, and then put it into a wollen bag that the liquer may run out in to a Clene earthen 

vessell, then mesure it, and take just the same quantety of spring water to every gallon of 

which water take a pound of white suger boyle the suger and water to gether and scum it 

clene, and then put it and the juce of the frute together, and let it scald but not boyle, stur it, 

and strain it through a woolen bag, and when tis throughly cold put it into a vessel fitt for the 

quantety and stop it loosely and when it has dun working out stop it very close and let it stand 

2 or 3 months, or 5 or 6 if need be, tell its very cleere and fine, then draw it of into bottles.  

and put a lump of fine suger in each bottle, it will keepe good a yeare or longer if perfectly 

fine when it is bottled.  Some put a greater proportion of suger to the water, then twill keepe 

the longer. 

 

 
Figure 11; To make Corran Wine 

 

18. To make Corran Wine 

 

Cos Smith
55

 

 

Take the Corrans stalkes and all, bruse them and put them in to a tub with a basket 

and straw a bout the spigot let them stand 3 or 4 days covered, then draw it of, and put 2 

pound and quarter of suger to a gallon of Juce and let it stand tell morning then tun it into a 

vessell.  let it worke a weeke at least then fasten the Clay down. and it will be fine in a month.  

if it sings when tis in the barrell you must rack it of in to a nother vessel if this quantety of 

suger be not enough for Currans add a nother quarter to each gallon. 

 

Cherrys may be made the same way 

 

  

                                                
55 ‘Cos Smith’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. 
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19. To Make Elder Wine  

 

Take 20 pounds of Malligoe Raysins wayed after they have bin picked, rubed clene, 

and shred,  wash them not, but shred them small, and steepe them in 5 gallons of spring water 

10 days, and then pas the liquer through a haire sive, and have in rediness 5 pints of Elder 

Berry Juce, which has bin boyled in a pitcher in a kettle of water, as you do frute for Jellys, 

put it cold into the liquer and stur it well altogether, and then turn it into a vessell fit for the 

quantety you make, and let it stand 2 or 3 months or more, in a warm place to cleere,  and 

when tis very fine, bottle it out, it will keepe a yeare and drink like Portugall wine; 

 

Note that the Elder berrys must be quite ripe, and gathered in a dry seson, and when the liquer 

is mixed it must not be kept in a seller or cold place, nor yet to hot, and if the wether is cold 

wrap a blanket a bout the vessell, or put straw a bout it;  this wine is good for the Scurvy, and 

for persons troubled with the Gout or Floue, who should not drink other wine, it may be used 

by it selfe or mixed with beere or Ale, but if it should require 5 or 6 months to cleere, you 

must not bottle it tell tis very fine; 

 

 

20. To make Burch wine 

 

Tap y
r
 Burches in the latter end of Febuary if it be a forward Spring, ells in the 

beginning of March, bore a hole in them with an Augur as big as your Tap is, and a bout halfe 

a yard from the ground, then put into the hole with your tap a bit of small tape to giude doune 

the water in to the bottle, empty your bottles in to a Clene Tub and so let it stand sturing it 

some times tell you have enough, then take to every gallon of burch water 2 pound of good 

lump suger, boyle the water halfe a way before you put in the suger, then boyle the suger in it 

tell you have scumed it clene, then run it through a haire sive, the next day poure it from the 

grounds, and work it up with the yeast;
56

  

 

to 20 gallons of wine put halfe a pint of good yeast, let it work 2 or 3 days tell you 

think it be redy to Tun, then put it into a white wine cask and stop it closs, and let it be a 

quarter of a yeare or more before you bottle it, and to cleere it a bout a month before you 

intend to bottle it you must take a small quantety of Isinglass cut small and put it into a quart 

of y
r
 Burch wine and let it stand 2 or 3 days close coverd, then put it in to the vessell, and a 

bout a month after or les, bottle it up; 

 

 

21. to make Orange wine Mr Cocks way
57

 

 

To one Hunder
d 

of Orange
s 
& one Dozen of Lemmons there must be Ten Gallons of 

Water 26 of powdered sugar 16 whites of Egg
s
 

 

Peel y
e
 Oranges very fine as free from y

e
 white part as possible & your Lemons y

e
 

same.  Then squeess out all y
e
 Jujecs

58
 & pulpe to wi

ch
 put your peel,   

y
e 
vessel shod no

t
 be quit full

59
 

                                                
56

 Paragraph breaks added during transcription. 
57

 A change of author again, from D21 to D23; frequent use of superscript and a distinctive ampersand suggest that this was 

the same author as for C31 to C33.  
58

 ‘Jujecs’ sic; presumably meaning ‘juices’. 
59

 Inserted in margin 
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the water and sugar must be Boil
 d

 & best as it comes to Boil, put in y
e
 whits of Eggs, 

being first beat wi
th

 a wisk to a froath, upon wi
ch

 you will have a great scum arise, wi
ch

 must 

be all clean taken off.  After wi
ch

 let it Boil 3 q
rs
 of an hour then strain it off & let it stand till 

Blood warme, so put it in your Vessel alltogether wi
th

 y
e
 peel & Jujce, and a pint of ale yeast 

to work it.  Stir it every day for a week, & y
n
 let it stand till fine, before it

s 
Bottled.  

 

 

22. Mrs 
Whatson Elder Wine

60
  

 

alow a pound of Malaga Raising
s
 picked & Chopt, to every quart of Water boyl y

e
 

water put the water upon y
e
 Raising

s
 boyling hot & stir it till tis almost cold  Cover it up 

Close & stir it twice a day Morning & Evening very much & in 9 or 10 day
s
 if warm weather 

it will work then squeez out all y
e
 Raising wi

th
 your hands over a haire sive to gett all y

e
 

goodness out, then as for y
e
 Syrup bake y

e
 Beris being redy picked of y

e
 stalks & straine out 

y
e
 syrup & to ever quart of syrup must ad a pound of good powder sugar wi

ch
 must be boyled 

in y
e
 syrup & when coald, alow to ever

y
 Gallen of Wine a quart of syrup so put into y

e
 Barrel 

wi
th

 a quart of Barme to work it when its settled st
o
p it up close 

 

 
Figure 12; Mrs Whatson Elder Wine 

 
 

23. Raising Wine  
                                                
60

 The writer of the following recipes makes extensive use of abbreviations but no punctuation. Several words, such as ‘mak’ 

and ‘tim’ D23, have punctuation / abbreviation marks to suggest that the word is an abbreviation. These marks are 

inconsistent and have therefore been omitted from the transcription; none of the words have been expanded.     
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y
e
 time to mak it is in March. 

 

to every Gallon of spring water, allow 5 pound of Malaga Raising, pick very Clean & 

chop the
m

 small, put some of y
e
 stalkes into the water to boyle when dun then straine it into y

e
 

Raising
s
 boyling hot & keep it storing till allmost cold Cover it up Close and stir it well every 

day Morning & Evening, for 9 or 10 day
s
 wi

ch
 tim it will work then tune it up into your Barril 

wi
th

 sume Barme to worke it, & when tis settled to be fine rack it off in y
e
 same vessil clean 

washed & brimstone wi
th

 a match, & put some loaf
61

 sugar in it according to your tast & 

throw a handful or two of Wheat into y
e
 Barrel and then stop: it up close for 12 Monthes 

before you tape it, if not quit fine then keep it longer, befor you Bottle it &c:   

 

 

24. to make Malagu Reassin Win Mrs Ashbey
s
 way  

 

to every Gallon of cold Spring water, put six pound of Reasins Choped small let it 

stand nine or ten day
s
 (Coverd Close

62
) stiring itt twice a day then press ye Liquor out clean, 

you must have your Vesell very clean & drey & well Brimston
d
 wi

th
 Maches then put in your 

liquor wi
th

 a little Barme, let it stand 3 or 4 day
s
 then Barme a paper (Prick

d
 full of holes

63
)  

upon y
e
 bund hole, keeping it in y

e
 Vesell 12 mounths or till it is fine before you Bottle it 

&c:
64

   

 

 
Figure 13; to make Malagu Reassin Win Mrs Ashbey’s way 

 

25. To make Clarey Wine Cos Webb   

                                                
61 The word was originally written as ‘lofe’ but was subsequently corrected to ‘loaf’.  
62 ‘Coverd Close’ written in the left margin, alongside ‘Choped small’. 
63 ‘Pricked full of holes’ written in the left margin, alongside ‘Barme a paper’. 
64 There is a small illegible note at the end of the recipe, which simply appears to read ‘nd nd’. 
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To five gallons of water, wine measure, take 30 tt
65

 of Mallaga Raisons
66

 clean picked 

from y
e
 stalkes, & chop

d
 - to this quantity add a peck of Clarey when in y

e
 blassum & y

e
 

small leaves & stalks chop
d
 together, boyle y

e
 water & let it stand till it is blood warm, then 

put ^ 
it
 on y

e 
fruit & Clarey, & let it stand nine days stirring it twice a day, then have your 

vessell very clean and drey & well Brimstond, when your liquor is clean presst out, put it in 

your vessel, wi
th

 about a quart of good Ale Barme, let it stand about a fourtnight, then stope 

up the spurge & tape holes close & only barme a papper upon the top: pricked full of holes, &  

let it stand till is very clear. it may be near 12 mounths before it is redy to Bottle &c:     

 

 
Figure 14; To make Clarey Wine Cos Webb 

 

 

 

 

 

(This final recipe is followed by about 30 blank pages) 

 

  

                                                
65 It is assumed that ‘tt’ is an abbreviation for ‘tuns’; this would be a very large quantity of raisins.  It is possible that the ‘30’ 

should read ‘3’ and/or the ‘tt’ means something else. 
66 See ‘tun’ and ‘Wine Gallon / Wine Measure’ in Glossary for ‘tt’ and ‘wine measure’. 
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Appendix 1: Glossary 
 
The following table provides a summary of the archaic words and unusual spellings used by Anne 

Talbot, and their assumed modern ‘translations’.   

 

Many words used in the original are similar to the modern equivalent and, where the meaning is 

obvious, have not been included here. 

 

The notes below also provide some information about historical and modern usage of herbs and 

flowers for medicinal purposes; it should be noted that in many cases there is no good scientific 

evidence to support their use as medicines.  Moreover, some of the plants also have less beneficial 

side effects, and the recipes, especially the use of the herbs, should be used with caution. 

 

Any errors or omissions in this table are those of the transcriber, who is neither a chemist nor a 

culinary expert nor a herbalist nor a professional historian, and who may have accidentally added 

additional spelling errors to those of the original document.  Any corrections or updates, or 

explanations of words not known or not understood, would be warmly welcomed. 

 

 

  
Original Spelling Modern Spelling / 

Assumed Meaning 

Notes 

   

&c Etc  And so on / and other things.  

Aftarings Afterings Scottish and English regional. The last milk that may be drawn 

from a cow. 

Ague Ague Any fever or shivering fit 

Albanela / Albanla Albanela/ Not known See D12; ‘Albanella’ is Italian for ‘harrier’ (the type of bird); 

‘Albanela’ or ‘Albanla’ as a drink of milk and water has not been 

found in other recipes books or references.  

Alcenet (not known) See C26; ‘take so much Alcenet as will give it a collor’ 

Ale Barme Yeast See ‘Yeast’ for ‘Ale Barme’ and ‘Ale Yeast’ 

Ale East / ale–yest / ale 

yeast 

Ale Yeast See ‘Yeast’ for ‘Ale Barme’ and ‘Ale Yeast’ 

Ale quart Ale See ‘Quart’ for ‘Ale Quart’  

Aliblaster Alabaster A soft type of mineral, easily carved, used since ancient times for 

making decorative objects and items such as mortars and pestles. 

Allcony (Not known) Presumably a plant.  See C35; word not known / not found in 

OED. 

Allom / allum Alum See A92 and AB1b. Potassium alum and sodium alum were used 

in food preparation as substitutes for baking powder. 

Almon Almond  

Ambergreece / Amber 

Greece / Ambergrec 

Ambergris Derived from sperm whales; used both in perfumes and in 

cooking.  Became popular in English recipes in 1600s / 1700s. 

Andromica Treacle Andromica Treacle / 

Theriac  

‘Andromica Treacle’ or ‘Treacle Andromica’ was also known as 

‘Venetian Theriac’.  Theriac or Theriaca was a medical 

concoction originally formulated by the Greeks and considered to 

be a panacea.  Like Mithridate, it consisted of a large number of 

ingredients.   See also ‘Methridate’ 

Angel seeds (not known) See C1; ‘Angel seeds’ not found in any other reference 

Angelico / angelicon Angelica  Angelica, a genus of about 60 species of tall biennial and 

perennial herbs, used for flavouring and for medicine.  

Crystallised stripes of angelica are green and can be used for cake 

decoration and to flavour (and colour) gin. 

Angelott Angelot (cheese) A type of soft cheese 

Annyseed / anny seed / 

any seed / anyleseed 

Aniseed / Anise A herbaceous annual plant; aniseed is the fruit of the anise, 

although both words can be used interchangeably.  Used as a 
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Original Spelling Modern Spelling / 

Assumed Meaning 

Notes 

flavouring in cooking and to reduce flatulence. 

Anoyent Anoint  

Apothecarry Apothecary A person who prepared and sold medicines and drugs. 

Appel / apple Apple See also: ‘John Apple’ 

Aprecock / apreicock / 

apricock / apricocke 

aprecocks / apricocks 

aprycock / aprycocks 

Apricot / Apricots In Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi, Act 2 Scene 1, Bosola plays a 

trick on the pregnant Duchess: ‘… I have bought some apricocks, 

/ The first our spring yields.’ 

 

In Shakespeare’s Richard II, Act 3, Scene 4, the gardener says: 

‘… yon dangling apricocks, / Which, like unruly children, make 

their sire / Stoop with oppression of their prodigal weight.’ 

 

See A43 for three variant spellings of the word in one recipe. 

Aqua Bezartica Aqua Bezartica Precise meaning not known; presumably a tonic or a medicinal 

cordial.  It is referenced in many Latin medical reference books of 

the 16th century.  Possibly the same as ‘Aqua Bezoar’ or 

‘Bezoardica’, referenced elsewhere on-line as a preparation to 

prevent the plague. 

Aqua Composita Aqua Composita A tonic or medicinal cordial, used as the base of other medicines. 

Aqua Marabilis / Aque 

Marabilis 

 

Aqua Mirabilis A tonic or medicinal cordial in many 17th century recipe books, 

usually prepared from cloves, nutmeg, ginger, and spirit of wine. 

Translates into English as ‘Miracle Water’. 

Aqua Ruba Aqua Ruba A tonic or medicinal cordial; it is mentioned as a medicine in 

many old documents and books, alongside other preparations 

believed to have sedative properties. 

Aqua vite / aqua vity / 

aquavity / aquabaugh 

Aqua vitae ‘Water of life’; a spirit, often based on distilled wine or brandy; it 

could also be home-made by distilling fruit, herbs and spices. See 

also ‘Usquabaugh’ (below). 

Arancaticum  (Probably) 

Aromaticum 

See C1; use of commas and ‘of each’ in ‘Arancaticum, Rosatum, 

of each 2 drams’ strongly suggests two ingredients: Arancaticum 

and Rosatum.  This may have been an error by Anne Talbot, in 

copying from a previous source.  ‘Arancaticum’ alone has not 

been found on-line.  But Aromaticum rosatum was a medicinal 

powder made of red roses and several other herbs and spices.   

See ‘Rosatum’ (below). 

Artichoque Artichoke A variety of a species of thistle cultivated as a food 

Assafaetida Asafoetida A herb in the celery family 

Aunce Ounce  

Avens Avens Avens is genus of about 50 species of perennial flowering plants 

in the rose family. 

Backon / baken Bacon  

Balme / bame Balm / Lemon balm Lemon balm, also known as balm, common balm or balm mint is a 

herb in the mint family, used as a herb in teas and as a flavouring. 

Barbary / barbery / 

barberys 

Barberry / 

Barberries 

(Berberis) 

Any of the thorny shrubs of genus Berberis, which bear yellow 

flowers and red or blue-black berries. 

Barly Barley  

Barme Yeast See ‘Yeast’ 

Bason Basin See A95: ‘in to a silver, or erthen bason’ 

Bay Bay Either of two plants: West Indian bay tree (Pimenta racemose) or 

Mediterranean laurel tree (Laurus nobilis).  

See C33 for ‘oyle of Bays’; both bay essential oil (from the bay 

tree) and bay laurel oil (laurel tree) are known for their medicinal 

properties. 

Be fore Before  

Bead Bed  

Beane Bean  

Beazer (stone) Bezoar (probable 

meaning) 

A bezoar is a mass found trapped in the gastrointestinal system; a 

bezoar was valued for having apparent properties as a universal 

antidote, neutralizing any poison. 

Beris Berries  

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/thorny
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/shrub
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/flower
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/berries
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Original Spelling Modern Spelling / 

Assumed Meaning 

Notes 

Beshure / besure Be sure  

Betteny / bettony Betony Stachys officinalis, common hedgenettle, betony, bishopwort; a 

grassland herb with pink flower spikes used in herbal medicine as 

a remedy for gout. 

Bezartica Bezartica See ‘Aqua Bezartica’ 

Bignes Bigness / size  

Bisket Biscuit The ‘bisket’ was similar to today’s ‘biscuit’ but not exactly. 

Blad / blads Blade / Blades See B29 / B77. Whole pieces of mace are called ‘blades’. 

Blandy / blandye Blandy / not known The OED has an entry for a Scottish use of the word ‘bland’ to 

mean a drink made of buttermilk and water. 

Blew Blue  

Blosom Blossom  

Boath Both See, for example, A90: ‘punn them boath together’ 

Boile / boyle Boil  

Boord Board See B67: ‘…lay it of a boord 2 or 3 days…’ 

Borrow To pick (flowers) 

(assumed meaning) 

See D13 for ‘you must borrow your field hearbs in the Spring’ – 

the context suggests that this means ‘you must pick the herbs’ but 

this sense of the verb ‘borrow’ is not in the OED.  

Bottls Bottles See C8.  See also ‘glass’ (below). 

Boul Bowl  

Bout (a bout) About  

Brased Brazed / braised / 

Bruised 

See B77: ‘…blads of mace brased and tyed in a cloth’. OED 

suggests that ‘brase’ is an obsolete form of ‘braze’ meaning ‘to 

expose to fire, to roast’. There is a similar more modern meaning 

of ‘to braise’.  However, OED also suggests an obsolete and rare 

form of ‘bruise’ (see ‘bruse’ below); this is perhaps the most 

likely meaning in the context of recipe B77.  

Bray / brayd Bray See B59: ‘…dates very tender, brayd in a morter…’   OED has 

‘to beat small, to bruise, pound, crush to powder, usually in a 

mortar’.  See also ‘bruse’ (below). 

Brisue Bruise (assumed) See D16 for ‘brisue them all to peeces’.  The word ‘brisue’ is not 

found in OED and it is assumed that this was a minor error by 

Anne Talbot. 

Broke Broke / broken See D8; the precise meaning in this context of ‘when the 

Damsons are broke’ is uncertain.  However, OED has an obsolete 

meaning of ‘broke’ as: ‘a piece of anything broken off … e.g. of 

bread or food’ 

Broom Broom See C30 ‘Broom’ could refer to any plants in the genisteae 

family, including well-known plants such as broom, lupin, gorse 

and laburnum.  

Bru Brew  

Bruse / brus’d Bruise / Bruised / 

crush / grind 

(Archaic). OED has ‘bruse’ as an alternative spelling of ‘bruise’, 

one sense of which was ‘to beat small, pound, crush, bray, grind 

down’ e.g., in a mortar and pestle.  See also ‘bray’ (above).  

Buble Bubble  

Bude / budes Bud / buds  

Bugle / bugles Bugle (Ajuga) Ajuga, also known as bugleweed, ground pine, carpet bugle, or 

just bugle, is a genus of 40 species of annual and perennial 

herbaceous flowering plants deep blue or purplish spikes of 

flowers. Was traditionally a popular ingredient in herbal 

remedies, especially for stopping bleeding. 

Bugle is to be found in damp, shady places in woodlands, 

hedgebanks and grassy meadows.  See A86 for ‘wood bugle’. 

Buglosse / bugless Bugloss /  See A83 for ‘Buglosse water’ - an infusion of the herb Echium 

vulgare or Viper's Bugloss used in Medieval soap recipes  

Burage / buriage / 

buridge / burrage 

Borage  Borage (Borago officinalis), also known as starflower, is an 

annual herb in the flowering plant family Boraginaceae. 

Burchen Birchen Archaic; made from or resembling the wood of a birch tree; 

schoolmasters used to have birchen rods. 

Burnett / burnet Burnet Sanguisorba, known as burnet, is a genus of flowering plants in 

the family Rosaceae native to the temperate regions of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annual_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perennial_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbaceous
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowering_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowering_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boraginaceae
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Northern Hemisphere. There are about 30 species of burnets, 

which are perennial herbs or small shrubs. The name 

‘sanguisorba’ in Latin means ‘blood stauncher’. 

Buttor Butter  

Bwegaldary (Not known) See C40 for ‘Bwegaldary’; the word has not been found. It is 

presumably referring to a specific type of pitch or tar. 

Cabidge / cabbidg / 

cabbidge 

Cabbage See ‘Duck’ for Recipe B30: ‘Duck Cabidge’. 

Calfe / cave / calve Calf See recipe B89 for ‘Calve’s foot jelly’ 

Camomell / chamemile Chamomile The word chamomile actually refers to a range of different daisy-

like plants of the Asteraceae family; the two most common are 

German chamomile (Marticaria recutita) and Roman chamomile 

(Chamaemelum nobile). They were used for their calming and 

anti-inflammatory properties, with differing additional benefits. 

 

See ‘King Henry V, Pt 1’ (Shakespeare), Act 2, Sc 4: ‘Though the 

camomile, the more it is trodden on the faster it grows, yet youth, 

the more it is wasted the sooner it wears’ 

Candy Candy See ‘Height’ for ‘Candy height’ 

Cannary Canary  See C2 for ‘Cannary Sack’ meaning ‘sack (wine) from the Canary 

Islands’ 

Canne Can See A 32: ‘put some Damsons in a silver Canne or flagon’ – a 

‘canne’ is possibly an archaic word for a sort of cooking utensil. 

Canuis / canvis  Canvas See recipe A6: ‘let it run through a canuis / canvis strainer’. 

Canvas was used as the backing for needlework, including home-

made cushions; presumably the derivation of A71: ‘…straine then 

through a peece of Coushen Canvis…’ 

Cardiman / cardamom / 

cardimum 

Cardamom A spice primarily used today in cooking, especially in curries. 

Previously used as a medicine, especially for digestive problems. 

Cardus Carduus Carduus is a genus of flowering plants in the aster family, one of 

two genera considered to be true thistles. Also known commonly 

as plumeless thistles.  

Cardus Benidictus Carduus Benedictus Still used today in many homeopathic treatments for ailments 

including headaches, fevers, diarrhoea and blurred vision. 

Carfull Careful  

Carraway / carrawaie / 

caroway / carray 

Caraway A biennial plant, Carum carvi, native to Europe and Asia, mainly 

grown for its seed to be used as a culinary spice. 

Caudle Caudle A drink; usually of warm ale or wine mixed with bread or gruel, 

eggs, sugar, and spices 

Celandine Celandine Ficaria verna, lesser celandine See ‘Salandine’. 

 

See William Wordsworth’s ‘The Lesser Celandine’: 

 

There is a Flower, the Lesser Celandine, 

That shrinks, like many more, from cold and rain; 

And, the first moment that the sun may shine, 

Bright as the sun himself, 'tis out again! 

Chafer Chafer Dish or pan; any vessel for heating water or other liquids. 

Chang Change  

Chast Chased ? Chaste ? 

Meaning not clear. 

See B34 for ‘Chast Cream’.  The term has not been found in any 

dictionary or reference.  This could be ‘chased cream’ as an 

archaic term for ‘whipped cream’ or something similar.  Or 

perhaps ‘chaste cream’ meaning ‘pure cream’. 

Cherry / cherrys  Cherry / Cherries  

Chips / chipps / chypes / 

chippes / chyppes 

Chip / Chips; 

meaning a very thin 

slice of food; i.e., 

‘crisps’ 

Similar to modern use of ‘Chips’ (US) / ‘Crisps’ (UK) (although 

note that potato chips / crisps were not ‘invented’ until the 

1800s) 

Cinamon / cinomon / 

ciniment / cinomen / 

sinimon / cynomen / 

Cinnamon See also ‘sinimon’ (below) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowering_plants
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/biennial
https://species.wikimedia.org/wiki/Carum_carvi
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/native
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/seed
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/culinary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/spice
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cinimon / cinnomon 

Cinicle Cinicle (not found) See A86; ‘Cinicle’ not understood. 

Cittern / citterne  Citron The OED notes that ‘citron’ in the 1600s was used generically, 

not just for the fruit known today as ‘citron’ but to include lemon 

and even lime. 

Cive Sieve See B80: ‘…straine it through a haire cive…’ 

See ‘haire sive’ (below). 

Clarey / clary Clary Salvia sclarea, the clary or clary sage, is a biennial or short-lived 

herbaceous perennial in the genus Salvia.  It is used primarily as 

the basis of essential oils in numerous remedies. 

Clarit Claret (wine)  

Cleere Clear  

Cloated / cloated 

Cloutted / clouted  

Clotted Contents B48 has ‘cloutted creame’ while Recipe B48 has 

‘cloatted creame’  

Closs / closse Close, closed See A92, for example: ‘Cover it Closs’ meaning ‘cover it 

completely’. 

Clove Gilleflower / 

Clove July Flower 

Clove Gillyflower See ‘July Flower’ (below) 

Cloves Cloves The aromatic flower buds of Syzgiumaromaticum, a tree in the 

family Myrtaceae.  The spice is widely used in cooking and 

medicine for its flavouring and aromatic properties, to relieve 

toothache and as an insect repellent. 

Codling (noun)   Codling See Recipe B47; a ‘codling’ is a greenish elongated apple used 

for cooking.  

Cole / coles Coal / coals  

Coller / coler / colerd / 

coloer 

Colour / coloured  

Colliander Coriander See ‘Corriander’ (below) 

Collik / collek / cholic Colic Any pain that starts and stops abruptly; may be accompanied by 

vomiting and sweating 

Colts foot Coltsfoot Tussilago farfara, commonly known as coltsfoot, is a plant in the 

groundsel tribe of the daisy family Asteraceae.  

Comfet Comfit A sweet consisting of a nut, seed, or other centre coated in sugar 

Comomile Camomile See ‘camomell’ (above). 

Comphrye Comfrey Comfrey is a common name for plants in the genus Symphytum. 

Comfrey species are important herbs in organic gardening, and 

are used as a fertilizer and in various herbal medicines. 

Composita Composita See: Aqua Composita 

Coms Comes See C24 for ‘before ye flower coms in’ 

Concipt Concept ? / Conceit 

? 

See A62; ‘…to make yr Concipts for your Marchpane…’ which 

could infer either a sense of ‘concept’ or ‘conceit’.  

OED has ‘conceipt’ as an obsolete variant of ‘conceit’ which 

itself has an archaic meaning of ‘a fancy trifle for the table’.    

Consumption Consumption Historically, term was used to refer to any disease or illness 

which caused the wasting away of the body, but specifically the 

disease that we now know as tuberculosis 

Continew Continue  

Cordall / cordiall Cordial  

Corran / curran / 

corrance / currance 

Currant / currants  

Corriander / corander / 

coriander / colliander 

Coriander Coriander (Coriandrum sativum), commonly known as Cilantro 

or Dhania, is a herb used in cooking and to reduce fever. 

Cote Coat See B66 for ‘Slipp Coat Cheese’ (Contents) / ‘Slip Cote Cheese’ 

(Recipe). Slip-coat cheese is sometimes called green cheese, new 

cheese, or farmer's cheese. 

Couchenele Cochineal An insect from which the natural dye carmine is extracted. 

Couler / coloer / coler Colour See A43 for loose coloer’ meaning ‘lose colour’. 

Counter vaile Countervail / 

counteract / offset 

See A83: ‘you must adde so much suger as may counter vaile the 

lemon’ 

Course Coarse See A21 for ‘a thick course napken’ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vomiting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweating
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Coushen Cushion (Assumed meaning). See ‘Canvis’ (above) for ‘coushen canvis’ 

Couson / Cos Cousin See AB1 for ‘Couson Amphlit’s recipe’.  

 

See Celia in As You Like It (Shakespeare), Act 1, Sc 2:  

‘I pray thee, Rosalind, sweet my coz, be merry.’ 

 

A ‘cousin’ in the 1600s / 1700s was a much broader term than it 

is today, when it is normally used just for relationships between 

children of brothers and sisters; it could be used for any relative 

and also as a term of affection between socially equal people. 

Cowslipe / couslip / 

cowslep 

Cowslip The cowslip flower is commonly used for the treatment of a 

swollen nose and throat, bronchitis, headache, muscle spasms, 

heart failure and many other conditions. 

Cubib / cubeb Cubeb Cubeb / Piper cubeba / tailed pepper / Java pepper; a spice from 

Java and Sumatra, similar in appearance to black pepper. 

Cullambine Columbine / 

aquilegia 

Any of various perennial herbs of the genus Aquilegia in the 

buttercup family. Formerly popular for the treatment of 

gallbladder disorders, general stomach and intestinal problems, 

scurvy and jaundice; less popular today. See also ‘Rue’ (below). 

Cullendor / cullinder Colander  

Cullor / culler / cullerd Colour / coloured  

Curron / curran / currons 

/ currans / currance / 

curranes / corrons 

Currant / currants  

Custarde Custard  

Cutt Cut See A5: ‘and boyle it a little, it will cutt presently’ and A35: ‘let it 

boyle till it will cutt when it is cold’. This seems to suggest that 

all the liquid will have evaporated, so that the marmalade will 

have solidified to allow it to be cut with a knife.  On the other 

hand, the OED has a 16th / 17th century usage of ‘cut’ to mean ‘to 

break up, reduce, or dissolve the viscidity of a liquid.’ 

Cytron  Citron See also ‘cittern’ (above)  

Dat / date / dats Date / dates The fruit of the date palm. 

Desolve / desolved Dissolve / dissolved  

Devide Divide  

Diamuscun dulcis Diamuscus dulcis A cordial, similar to Carduus Benedictus (see above), found in 

various medieval recipe books, especially in continental Europe. 

See C1; the text originally had ‘Diamuscus dulcis’ but the final 

letter ‘s’ in the first word was crossed out and replaced with ‘n’. 

Divers Several / many (archaic) 

Docter Doctor See C9: Doctor Steevens’ Aqua Composita 

Doe  ‘To do’, meaning ‘ 

to cook’ or ‘do this’ 

 

Dragon Tarragon  

/  

Tragacanth 

1. See ‘Tarragon’.  

 

2. See ‘Gum Dragon’ for Tragacanth. 

Dram / drachm Dram The dram / drachm is a unit of weight or volume, formerly used 

by apothecaries.  For weights it is equivalent to 1/16 of an ounce 

or about 27 grains; for volumes, about 1/8 of a fluid ounce (about 

3.5 ml).  Historically, in medicines, it was also considered to be 

the equivalent of a teaspoonful; however, teaspoons have changed 

size and this measure is no longer appropriate. 

See C43 for ‘the Drachms must be such as are used by ye 

Apothecarrys &c:’ 

Dredger Dredger Dredging is a cooking technique used to coat wet or moist foods 

with a dry ingredient prior to cooking. This involves pulling or 

rolling the wet food through the dry material to provide an even 

coating, for example when breading fish or meat.  See B7: ‘…and 

with a dredger by degrees putt in the other part of the flower…’ – 

precise meaning in this context not fully understood. 

Drey / drid Dry / dried  
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Dropsie Dropsy Archaic or less technical term for oedema, a condition 

characterized by an excess of watery fluid collecting in the 

cavities or tissues of the body 

Duble / dubble / double Double  

Duch Dutch See A101: ‘Take the Largest Duch goosbeurys’. 

 

See B30: ‘To make the Duch Cabbidg’; the recipe is for a type of 

syllabub or blancmange which perhaps looks like, and has the 

consistency of, cabbage, and which was presumably called 

‘Dutch Cabbage’ – possibly as a synonym for ‘fake cabbage’. 

Dulcify / dulcifye Dulcify (Archaic) To sweeten 

Earthin / eathen / erthen  Earthen See A95: ‘in to a silver, or erthen bason’; made of clay 

East Yeast See AB1; possible spelling error / typo by Ann  

Egremony / egrimony / 

egermony 

Agrimony Agrimony (Agrimonia) was used as a remedy for ailments of the 

eye and to help stop bleeding and heal wounds. 

Elce / ells (Or) else  

Elicompane  Elecampane 

(assumed) 

Elecampane, Inula helenium, also called horse-heal or elfdock, is 

a widespread plant species in the sunflower family  

Exelent Excellent  

Extenrats (Not known) See OED – See C24; ‘extenrats all groose humors’.  Word not 

found, but presumably implies ‘exterminates’ or similar sense. 

Extream / extreamly Extremely  

Eyebright Eyebright / 

Euphrasia 

A genus of about 450 species of herbaceous flowering plants; the 

common name reflects its use in treating eye infections. 

Faire Fair; clean, pure See A98: ‘a posnet of faire water’ 

Fashon Fashion See A33: ‘put it out on plates in what fashon you please’ 

Fate Fate See B30, B67, B68 and B69 for ‘cheese fate’.  OED has ‘cheese-

fat’ as an obsolete form of the ‘cheese-vat’, which is ‘the vessel 

or mould in which the curds are pressed and the cheese is shaped 

in cheese-making.’   

Fatte Fat  

Fearnygrass Fern Grass 

(assumed) 

Catapodium rigidum 

Feild Field  

Fennel / fenell Fennel Commonly used to treat ailments including asthma and heartburn, 

and to boost sexual desire. See also ‘Rue’ (below). 

Fetherfew Feverfew Anacetum parthenium, known as feverfew or bachelor's buttons. 

A herbaceous perennial used for the prevention of migraines, 

headaches and many other ailments. 

Fier Fire See also: Fyer (below) 

Finly Finely  

Firce Fierce  

Firmety / firmity Frumenty / furmety Frumenty was a popular porridge dish in medieval cuisine; its 

name derives from the Latin word frumentum (grain). Usually 

made with cracked wheat boiled with milk or broth. Also: 

frumentee, furmity, fromity, fermenty, furmenty, furmety. 

 

Elizabeth Gaskell ‘My Lady Ludlow’ (1868). ‘We had plum-

porridge and mince-pies at Christmas, fritters and pancakes on 

Shrove Tuesday, furmenty on Mothering Sunday, violet-cakes in 

Passion Week, tansy-pudding on Easter Sunday, three-cornered 

cakes on Trinity Sunday, and so on through the year.’  

Flannen / flanell Flannel (adjective) See D1 for ‘a thick flanell Bagg’.  ‘Flannen’ is an obsolete form 

for ‘made of flannel’; see A40 for ‘flannen strainer’ 

Flasket Flasket Archaic / dialect word for a long, shallow basket; sometimes on 

wheels, used to carry clean laundry to the washing line. 

Flaver Flavour  

Fleame / flegme Phlegm  

Floue Flu (influenza) See D19: ‘persons troubled with the Gout or Floue’. 

Flowe / Flower / Flowr / Flower / Flour ‘Flower’ is used to mean either ‘flower’ or ‘flour’ depending on 
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Flowler the context.   ‘Flowlers’ at A73 Contents is possibly Anne 

Talbot’s accidental mis-spelling. 

Foole Fool  

Forst meat bals Forcemeat balls Forcemeat balls are found in many old recipe books; these 

contain various ingredients combined into small balls, which are 

then either sautéed or fried in deep fat, added to other recipes (as 

in Recipe AB 4b), or added to soup. 

Frankincese Frankincense See C33 

Froth / Froth’t Froth / frothed / 

whisked 

See B16: ‘on whit of an egge; an other froth’d’. See also B17: ‘6 

eggs beaten to froth’ 

Fruite  Fruit  

Fyer / Fyre / Fire / Fier Fire  

Gad Gad A ‘gad’ was a pointed metal tool.  So the inference in C39 was 

that the mixture was warmed with a red hot poker. 

Gaine (a gaine) Again  

Gallega Galega 

 

Galega officinalis, commonly known as galega, goat's-rue, 

French lilac, Italian fitch, or professor-weed, is an herbaceous 

plant in the Faboideae subfamily.  It was popular as a diuretic. 

Gallen Gallon  

Gallingale / gallingall Galingale   

 

Or 

 

Galangal  

Galingale, one of several species of Cyperus sedges with aromatic 

rhizomes, including Cyperus longus, which is native to Southern 

England and South Wales. 

 

Galangal, the aromatic rhizome of plants in the ginger family, 

including Alpinia galanga (also known as greater galangal) and 

Alpinia officinarum (lesser galangal).  

 

See ‘Mellinor’ (below); ‘Gallingale Mellinor’ in recipe C3 might 

suggest ‘Greater Galangal’ rather than ‘Galingale’. 

Gally pot / pott Gallipot Small glazed pot used for medicines and confections 

Gascoine Gascony (wine) Côtes de Gascogne is a wine-growing district in Gascony 

producing principally white wine.  

Gelly / jelly Jelly See ‘jelly’ (below) for ‘gelly bagg’ and ‘jelly bagg’.  

Gild Gild See B58, B59, B60; ‘gild it’ would normally imply a covering of 

gold leaf, but this seems unlikely in these recipes.  OED variant 

meanings include ‘adorn with a gold or fair appearance or show 

of beauty’ so the use in the recipes may simply mean ‘make the 

leech look more presentable’.  

See A89 and C5 for recipes which do add gold. 

Gilleflower / Gillyflower Gillyflower See ‘July Flower’ (below) 

Ginger Ginger Zingiber officinale is a flowering plant whose rhizome is widely 

used as a spice and folk medicine. 

Glass Glass / bottle / jar 

 

To bottle something 

or to put into a jar 

See OED. As a verb, ‘glass’ has an archaic meaning of ‘to glass’ 

meaning ‘to put into a glass vessel for the purposes of keeping or 

storing; to bottle.’ As a noun, it is a ‘… glass vessel or receptacle; 

also, the contents of the vessel. Now only commonly used for 

drinking glasses, but formerly used for bottles and jars.’  OED 

references a 1726 recipe book by E Smith in both senses: ‘…put 

it into your glasses…’ and ‘…then glass them…’    

See also C8 for ‘bottls’. 

Glays Glaze  

Glosse Glass  

Goosberry / goosbery / / 

goosberrye / goosberrys  

Gooseberry / 

gooseberries 

See also Contents D5: ‘Goosbury Wine’ and A101: ‘To Preserve 

Goosebeuryes / goosbeurys’ 

Gould / Goulden Gold / Golden See A89 for ‘6 leaves of Gould’ 

Grain Grain A grain is a unit measurement, equal today to about 65 

milligrams, but historically based upon the mass of a single seed 

of wheat or barley.  

Greene / greine Green See A11 for ‘a yellowish greine collerd quince.’ 

Greeved (a greeved) Agrieved See C32 

Groth Growth  
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Gruell Gruel A thin liquid food; oatmeal or other meal boiled in milk or water 

Gum Dragon Gum Dragon / 

Tragacanth / Gum 

Tragacanth 

Tragacanth, or gum tragacanth, is a gummy exudation from the 

leguminous shrub Astragalus gummifer and related pulse family 

plants of SE Europe and W Asia. It is obtained through incisions 

in the stem of the plant. The gum is produced chiefly in Iran. 

Tragacanth is almost insoluble in water but swells in it to form a 

stiff gel. It is used as an emulsifying agent, as a component of 

pills, hand lotions, and medicinal lubricating jellies, as a 

demulcent, and as a sizing material. The gum is sometimes called 

Shiraz gum, gum elect or gum dragon. 

Hafe Half  

Haire sive / haresive / 

hare sive 

Hair sieve See A95; a hair sieve was a strainer with a haircloth bottom. 

Harts Horne / harts-horn 

/ hart’s horn / hartshorn 

Hartshorn A chemical leavener for cooking that was used before baking 

powder and baking soda became available.  It was also used as a 

source of ammonia, for smelling salts, for the treatment of 

dysentery, fevers and insect bites.  It used to be made from the 

ground-up antlers of a hart (the term for a male deer.)  

Hassle nutt Hazel nut  

Hearb Herb  

Heave Heave / Rise See AB 1a and B30.  While modern usage of ‘heave implies the 

use of great effort, older usage implied a more general lifting or 

rising.  OED has a specific archaic sense of ‘to rise above the 

general surface, expand beyond normal size, swell up, bulge out’. 

Height / hight Height Several recipes use variations on the phrase: ‘boil to a candy 

height’; the phrase is also used in other old recipe books. 

Herdinando buck (not recognised) In the context of C5, this would infer a plant (or animal?) which, 

when boiled, would give a crimson colour. 

Hole Whole See D13 for ‘hole cloves’. 

Hony Honey  

Horne Horn As in: Harts-Horn / hart’s horn / hartshorn (see above) 

Hower / howre / houer Hour  

Hypocras / hyppocras / 

hippocras 

Hippocras / 

hypocras 

Hippocras was a common medieval spiced wine across Europe; 

sometimes spelled hipocras or hypocras. It was made from wine 

mixed with sugar and spices, usually including cinnamon, and 

possibly heated. The drink became extremely popular and was 

regarded as having various medicinal or aphrodisiac properties. 

Hypocras bagg Hypocras bag / 

Hypocras sleeve 

The Hypocras bag was used in making Hippocras wine. After 

steeping the spices in the sweetened wine for a day, the spices are 

strained out through a conical cloth filter bag called a manicum 

hippocraticum or Hippocratic sleeve.  This process was originally 

devised by the 5th century BC Greek physician Hippocrates to 

filter water, hence the origin of the name ‘hippocras’. 

Hysop / hyssop Hyssop Hyssopus officinalis; a herbaceous plant used as an antiseptic, 

cough reliever, and expectorant. 

See also A86 and ‘Sunset’ (below) for ‘Sunset hyssop’.  

Imbers Embers  

In to Into  

Indure Injure See C7 for: ‘you may indure yr finger therein’ 

Intrills Entrails  

Isinglas / isinglasse Isinglass Obtained from dried swim bladders of fish. A form of collagen 

used mainly for the clarification or fining of some beer and wine. 

Iuyce / / iuice / juce Juice See Introduction / Conventions (above) reference i / y and i / j.  

Where the original shows an initial letter ‘i’ this has generally 

been transcribed and shown as an initial letter ‘j’. 

Ivoy Ivory  

Janeders Jaundice  See C39 for yellow jaundice / black jaundice. 

Jaundice, also known as icterus, is typically a yellowish or 

greenish pigmentation of the skin and whites of the eyes due to 

high bilirubin levels. If the colour changes from yellow to an 

olive or dirty greyish-green, and the skin appears of a dark green 

or slate colour, it was historically known as ‘black jaundice’. 

https://www.encyclopedia.com/plants-and-animals/plants/plants/pulse-plant#1E1pulse2
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The disease leptospirosis is (also) known today as Black Jaundice  

Jelly / gelly Jelly See A97 for ‘gelly bagg’ and D7 for ‘jelly bagg’. The ‘jelly bag’ 

is still used today to strain fruits for jellies, jams and preserves. It 

was traditionally made from a fine cloth such as muslin.    

Jockalet / chocalet Chocolate  

John Apple / Johnapple / 

Apple-john 

A type of apple  A kind of apple which keeps well and perhaps improves through 

winter, despite becoming withered or shrivelled-up in appearance.  

See Shakespeare’s King Henry IV Part 1, Act 3, Scene 3: ‘Why, 

my skin hangs about me like an old lady's loose gown; I am 

withered like an old apple-john.’ (Falstaff), 

Juce Juice  

Jugg Jug  

Jully July (assumed) Contents A76 has ‘Jully Flowers’ whereas the actual recipe has 

‘Jelly Flowers’ which is not understood. However, Contents A83 

has ‘Jully’ and the recipe has ‘July’.  See below for ‘July Flower’. 

July Flower / Julyflower 

/ July-flower / Jully 

Flower 

Gillyflower / 

gilliflower  

 

Giroflée  

See B8 for ‘coler with clove gilleflowers’ 

 

See D9 for the ‘Clove Julyflower’  

 

OED states that ‘Clove Gillyflower’ is a term applied to any 

plants scented like a clove, especially the Dianthus caryophllus / 

clove gillyflower (pronounced with a soft ‘g’), and hence to other 

plants resembling it. In addition, it references the alternative 

name ‘July-flower’ and the French gilofre, meaning clove. 

 

Webster’s suggests that the Julyflower is not the Gillyflower, but 

the French giroflée, from girofle, called by Chaucer ‘gilofre’. The 

common stock, the wallflower, the rocket, the clove pink, and 

several other plants are called giroflée in France.  

Jumbal / jumball Jumball / Jumble 

(biscuit) 

Jumbles (other spellings Jambles, Jumbals, Jumbolls, Jumbolds, 

Jumballs). OED: ‘a kind of fine sweet cake or biscuit, formerly 

often made up in the form of rings or rolls’ 

Juyce / jujec Juice See also ‘iuyce’ 

Keepe Keep  

Kernel / kirnell Kernel  

Kew (Not known) See C20. Presumably referring to a sort of flower / herb. 

Kindle Kindle  

Knott Knot  

Laune Lawn (cloth) 

 

Originally a plain weave linen cloth 

Lead Lead See ‘Red Lead’ (below) 

Leech Leche / leach A type of rosewater-flavoured jelly or blancmange, as served to 

Henry VIII at Windsor in 1520, appearing in both the first and 

second courses. Closely related to 'ribband jelly', a jelly moulded 

in multi-coloured layers.  Uses milk, cream or almond milk. 

Leese Lees Wine lees are the deposits of yeast left behind after the 

fermentation of wine. 

Lemond Lemon  

Lickorish / licorish / 

lickrish 

Licorice  

Limber Limber / flexible  

Limbick Limbeck / Alembic Archaic word for an apparatus of glass or metal, like a retort, 

formerly used for distilling; anything that refines or purifies. 

Linnin Linen See C6 for ‘bind ym up in a cleane linnin cloth’ 

Lipe Lip See C35 for ‘lipe salve’ 

Liverworth Liverwort Liverworts (Marchantiophyta) are similar to mosses. It was 

believed that liverworts cured diseases of the liver, hence the 

name. It also led to the common name of the group as hepatics, 

from the Latin word hēpaticus for "belonging to the liver". 

Lockerom Lockram See A73 for ‘straine it through Canvis and after a peece of 

lockerom’.   
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OED: (obsolete) ‘a linen fabric for clothing or household use.’  

See Coriolanus (Shakespeare), Act 2, Sc 1:   

‘The kitchen malkin pinnes her richest lockram ‘bout her …’ 

Lofe sugar Loaf sugar See A31: ‘3 pounds of lofe Suger’.  Lofe is an obsolete variant 

form of ‘loaf’.  Loaf sugar was sugar which was refined and 

moulded to form a loaf or conical mass before being sold. 

Long Peper Long Pepper Long Pepper (Piper longum), sometimes called Indian long 

pepper or pipli, is a flowering vine in the family Piperaceae. The 

plant is a native of India, and the word ‘pepper’ is derived from 

pippali, the word for long pepper.  Often used in medieval times 

in spice mixes, it is very rare today in Europe, but can still be 

found in Indian cuisine. 

Loose Lose See A43 for ‘loose coloer’ meaning ‘lose colour’. 

Lunge Lung  

Luted Luted, sealed See C14.  ‘To lute’ means to seal or coat with lute, a type of clay. 

Mace Mace (the spice) Mace is part of the nutmeg fruit - the lacy coating that is found on 

a nutmeg seed. Whole pieces of mace are called ‘blades’.  

Macerate Macerate (Especially with reference to food) – to soften or become softened 

by soaking in a liquid. 

Mak (to) make  

Malligoe / Malaga Malaga Malaga is still renowned today for its raisins. 

Maloncoly Melancholy The historical meaning of ‘melancholy’ was wider than today’s 

definition.  Sadness, gloom and depression were attributed to an 

excess in the body of ‘black bile’, one of four ‘bodily humours’. 

Manchet Manchet A loaf of the finest kind of wheaten bread. 

Marabilis Mirabilis See ‘Aqua Mirabalis’ 

Marchpane Marzipan Marchpane was an early version of today’s Marzipan, made from 

ground almonds, sugar, and water (historically rose water). 

Margerum / mergrome Marjoram Origanum majorana is known as ‘sweet marjoram’; see ‘orginey 

/ oregano’ for wild marjoram.  

Marmalet / marmelet Marmalade  

Marygold / marigould Marigold / 

Calendula 

Traditionally used to treat conjunctivitis, blepharitis, eczema, 

gastritis, minor burns including sunburns, warts, minor injuries 

such as sprains and wounds, and cramps, coughs, and snake bites. 

May Butter May Buttter Butter formerly prepared in May without salt and stored for 

medicinal use 

Mayden haire / 

Maydenhaire 

Maidenhair May refer to one of various herbs, ferns or seaweeds 

Meate Meat Includes the fruit of oranges and other fruit.  

Medea Mead (assumed) See D14 and D15. Two recipes for ‘Medea’ appear alongside 

‘metheglin’ and other spiced wines; not found in OED or other 

resources, but it is assumed to be Anne Talbot’s idiosyncratic 

way of spelling ‘mead’. 

Mellinor (Meaning not clear) See C3 for ‘Gallingale Mellinor flowers’; ‘melior’ is Latin for 

‘better’; ‘major’ is Latin for ‘greater’.  This might suggest 

‘Greater Galangal’ rather than ‘Galingale’. 

Mellylot / mellilot Melilot Melilotus officinalis, Melilot or Sweet Clover, are perennial 

herbs, part of the large Clover genus.  The name comes from 

‘honey lotus’ indicating they are a great favourite of bees. Was 

used to help treat varicose veins and haemorrhoids. 

Mergrome Marjoram See ‘Margerum’ (above) 

Mesure Measure See D2 for ‘old mesure’; see ‘Peck’ (below). 

Metheglin / methegline Metheglin See D13; Metheglin was a ginger-spiced mead 

Methridate / methridat Mithridate / 

Mithridatum 

Mithridate was a remedy with as many as 65 ingredients, used as 

an antidote to poison and to ward off the plague.  

See also ‘Andromica Treacle’ 

 

See also Michael Drayton’s ‘The Poly-Olbion’ (1612): 

‘The Colewort, Colifloure, and Cabidge in their season, 

The Rouncefall, great Beanes, and early ripening Peason; 

The Onion, Scallion, Leeke, which Housewives highly rate; 

Their kinsman Garlicke then, the poore mans Mithridate;’ 
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Midle Middle  

Mill (To) mix, (to) beat See ‘To boyle Jockalet’: Collins English Dictionary has an 

archaic meaning of ‘to mill’ as ‘to beat (chocolate) etc’. 

Mingle  To mix (ingredients)  

Morella Morello Morello cherries (prunus cerasus) are a popular variety of cherry.  

Morter / mortter Mortar As in ‘mortar and pestle’ 

Mot Mote See C5; ‘all the mots being pickt out.’  OED has ‘mot’ as a 

variant form of ‘mote’, an obsolete sense of which is ‘a spot or 

blemish’. 

Mother Time Mother of Thyme Mother of thyme (Thymus praecox Opiz), also known as 

‘creeping thyme’ and ‘wild thyme’, is a perennial shrubby 

culinary herb from the mint family. 

Motherwort Motherwort Leonurus cardiaca, known as motherwort, is a herbaceous 

perennial in the mint family, used to combat heart conditions and 

other ailments. 

Mountaine Mountain See B77 for ‘Mountain Cream’ – a form of whipped cream which 

presumably looks like (snow-covered) mountains when served  

Mounth Month See D25 for ‘it may be near 12 mounths before it is redy’.  OED 

has a variant spelling of ‘mounthe’ but not ‘mounth’. 

Mugwort Mugwort Any of several artemisias, especially a Eurasian perennial herb 

(Artemisia vulgaris) used for flavouring and in various medicines, 

to ward off fatigue and to protect against insects. Mugwort pollen 

is a main source of hay fever and allergic asthma. 

Mulberry / mulberrys Mulberry / 

mulberries 

 

Mushom Mushroom  

Musk Musk / Nutmeg Where ‘musk’ is used in recipes such as A7, A22, etc, it almost 

certainly means ‘nutmeg’, which is known as muscade in French 

and muskat in German.  

Muskidin / muskadine Probably Muscadine 

(wine), but possibly 

elderflower tonic 

The recipes at B21 and B51 refer to ‘half a pint of Muskidin …’ 

which may simply mean any wine ‘of the Muscat grape’.  

Today’s Muscadine grape and wine are not part of the Muscat 

family; they are originally from Mexico / SE USA and were only 

discovered in the late 1500s.  However, the OED notes references 

to Muscadine wine in England in the late 1600s and early 1700s. 

‘Muscadine’ was also used in other recipes of the 17th and 18th 

centuries, such as ‘Muscadine Ices’ based on elderflowers. 

Muskle Plum Muckle Plum? 

(modern equivalent 

not known) 

‘Muckle Plum’ is an unusual shrub in Canada / North America.  

No other reference to ‘Muskle plum’ has been found. 

 

OED has ‘muckle’ as a dialect variant for the obsolete ‘mickle’ 

meaning large; perhaps ‘muskle plums’ are simply ‘large plums’? 

Napken Napkin See A21 for ‘a thick course napken’ 

Naturaly Naturally  

Neere Near  

Nife Knife  

Nother (a nother / an 

nother) 

Another  

Nuttmeg Nutmeg The seed or ground spice of several species of Myristica, used in 

cooking for its distinctive pungent fragrance and slightly sweet 

taste, and in traditional medicine for treating various disorders. 

Of Of or Off ‘Of’ is used to mean either ‘of’ or ‘off’ depending on the context. 

On One See A21 for ‘by on and one’ - a variant of ‘one by one’. 

One Own Dee A44 for ‘let them boyle in theire one iuyce’. 

Oraning / orenge / 

orengs / oring / oringe / 

orringe / orang / orring 

Orange / Oranges ‘Oraning’ in the Contents (Section AB) may be Anne Talbot’s 

mis-spelling of ‘orange’. 

Ordenary Ordinary  

Orginey / orgeny Oregano See C14, C21. It is assumed that ‘Orginey’ or ‘orgeny’ means 

‘Oregano’ but this variant spelling is not in OED.  Origanum 

vulgare is sometimes known as wild marjoram; see also 
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‘margerum / marjoram’ for ‘sweet marjoram’. 

Oyling Oiling See B65. OED has an archaic sense of ‘to oil’ (intransitive) 

meaning ‘to become of the consistency of oil’ and cites a 1741 

cookbook: ‘Take care the butter do not oil’. 

Pansey Pansy  

Pap / palp Pulp One meaning of ‘pap’ in the OED is ‘pulp, e.g. of a food such as 

an apple’, while one meaning of ‘pulp’ in the OED is ‘an obsolete 

form of pap’. Recipe A22, for example, uses both ‘pap’ and 

‘palp’ to refer to the pulp, or fruit, of apricots.  

Pare / pair (verb) To peel Used for all fruit and vegetables. 

Pare / peare (noun) Pear   

Pare Plum Pear-plum ‘Pear-plum’ is the name of several varieties of plum (with pear-

shaped fruit).  (See A64). 

Parsly / persley Parsley Grown for culinary and medicinal properties but also surrounded 

by superstition. It was believed the long germination period for 

the seeds was due to them having to travel to hell and back.  

See ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ (Shakespeare), Act 4, Sc 4:   

‘I knew a wench married in an afternoon as she went to the 

garden for parsley to stuff a rabbit.’ 

Passtill / pastille Pastille  

Past Paste  

P
d / 

p
d
 Pound  

Pece / peces Piece / pieces  

Peck Peck A unit of capacity in UK for either liquid or dry measure equal to 

8 quarts, or one-fourth of a bushel. The peck has been in use since 

the early 14th century, when it was introduced as a measure for 

flour. The term referred to varying quantities, however, until the 

modern units were defined in the 19th century.  

The reference in D2 to ‘old measure’ possibly refers to the 1858 

change from ‘Winchester Units’ to ‘Exchequer Standards’. 

Pecterall Pecterall (exact 

meaning not known) 

Internet has a ‘Jane Parker Recipe Book’ of 1651 which includes 

‘A pecterall drinke against a cosumption’ (consumption).  No 

other reference has been found. 

Pellitory Pellitory May refer to a number of different plants, including Anacyclus 

pyrethrum (pellitory, Spanish chamomile, or Mount Atlas daisy 

or Akarkara), a perennial herb similar to the chamomile. It is used 

as a spice in cooking. 

Pencian Not known See C20; Pencian’ roots not understood / not found in OED; 

possibly Poinciana the ‘flame tree’? 

Pennyroyal Pennyroyal Mentha pulegium, commonly known as pennyroyal, is a species 

of flowering plant in the mint family.  Used as a flavouring and as 

a medicine, including for relief from colds and fevers and for 

warding off insects, from humans as well as from pets. 

Pepper / peper Pepper See also ‘long pepper / long peper’ (above)  

Persley Parsley See ‘parsly’ (above) 

Picher Pitcher Any container with a spout, used for storing and pouring liquids; 

now called a ‘jug’ in UK English, while ‘pitcher’ is still used in 

American English. 

Pile / pill (noun) (the) peel See A34: ‘keep the pill in warm water till your sirrop be boyld’ 

Pile / pill (verb) (To) peel  See A21: ‘and when they will pill, take them of and pill them’ 

Pimpernell Pimpernel Any of a genus (Anagallis) of herbs in the primrose family, with 

creeping stems and flat five-petalled flowers. 

 

Pipkin Pipikin Small earthenware or metal pot, usually with a horizontal handle 

Pippin / pippine / pipen / 

pippen 

Apple  

Plaisters Plasters OED: obsolete form of plasters 

Plantane Plantain Any of a genus (Plantago of the family Plantaginaceae, the 

plantain family) of herbs (as opposed to the greenish starchy fruit 

of the plantain that is a staple food in the tropics when cooked). 

Plate / plat Plat  
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Plumb / plume Plum  

Poringer Porringer A small bowl, typically with a handle, used for soup, stew or 

similar dishes.  Also: potager, pottinger.   

See ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ (Shakespeare), Act 4, Sc 3: 

(criticising a hat) ‘Why, this was moulded on a porringer.’ 

Portingall Portugal / 

Portuguese 

‘Portingal’ - obsolete spelling of ‘Portugal’ or ‘Portuguese’. 

Poset Posset Historical meaning: a drink made of hot milk curdled with ale, 

wine, or other alcohol; typically flavoured with spices. See B34: 

‘power to it as much sower creame as will turne it to a poset’ 

Posnet / posnett Posnett A type of metal cooking dish; of brass, iron, gold and other 

metals.  See A98: ‘a posnet of faire water’ 

Pottle Pottle See B35: ‘Take 4 pottles of milke and on pottle of creame’.  

Archaic: a measure for liquids equal to half a gallon; a pot or 

container for half a gallon of liquid.  

Power / poure Pour See B34: ‘power to it as much sower creame as will turne it to a 

poset’ 

Preety Pretty, i.e. quick See B44 for ‘and ye sirrop preety thick’ 

Primmyros Primrose  

Prince Bisket Prince Bisket See B17. There are several old recipes for ‘Prince Bisket’on-line, 

and at least one includes aniseeds. The reference to ‘any seeds’ in 

B17 therefore probably means ‘aniseeds’. 

Print Print See B23 (To make Almond Ginger Bread): ‘…and so print it.’  

OED has a meaning of the noun ‘print’ as ‘a pat of butter, 

moulded to a shape’ and an obsolete meaning of the verb as ‘to 

form in a mould, to cast, to shape’.  The meaning in B23 suggests 

that the gingerbread was moulded to create specific shapes for 

serving, such as ‘gingerbread men’. 

Pruan Prune OED: obsolete form of prune. Any dried plum. 

Pruan Prune  

Punn / pune / punning (to) pound, to crush; 

pounding 

See, for example, A90: ‘punn them boath together’ 

Putter Pewter See C32 for a ‘putter plate’ 

Pye Pie See Recipe A25 for ‘Pye plate’ 

Pyremony (Not known) Not found in OED. See C20; presumably a flower / plant. 

q
r
 Quarter See C36. 

Qualmes Qualms An uneasy feeling; see C11 for ‘qualms in the stomach’ 

Quantety / quatity Quantity  

Quart Quart 1. A liquid measure = 2 pints. 

2. A dry measure = 1/8 of a peck. 

 

In recipe A10, an ‘Ale quart’ might mean that it is stipulating a 

liquid measure of one quart. 

Quartor Quarter  

Race (of ginger) Root In the context of ginger, ‘race’ had a specific sense of the word, 

meaning a ‘root or sprig’ (of ginger). 

Raising / raison / 

raysings / rason / raysins 

Raisin / raisins Many of the recipes refer to ‘raisins of the sun’.  The English 

word ‘raisin’ comes from two French words ‘raisin’ and ‘resin’; 

the English 17th century pronunciation of ‘raisin’ became 

‘reason’, resulting not only in a variety of spelling variations, but 

also on Shakespeare creating puns on the words:  Henry IV, Part 

One (Act 2, Scene 4).   

 

‘If reasons were as plentiful as blackberries, I would 

give no man a reason upon compulsion.’ 

 

The spelling in C33 of ‘rason’, which does not include a final ‘s’ 

for the plural form, appears to be a slight anomaly, although this 

recipe was written by another hand with unique idiosyncratic  

spelling and handwriting. There is a possibility that the word in 

this recipe means something else, such as ramsons (wild garlic).  

Rason Raisin See ‘raising’ (above) and note reference C33. 
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Raspas / raspis / raspus / 

respas / respes / rasbury 

Raspberry / 

raspberries 

The raspis berry (1540s), possibly from raspise ‘a sweet rose-

colored wine’ (mid-15c.); raspis (1620s). Anglo-Latin vinum 

raspeys, origin uncertain, as is the connection between this and 

Old French raspe, Medieval Latin raspecia, raspeium;  

See A28, where ‘Raspis’ and ‘Respes’ and ‘Respas’ and ‘Raspas’ 

are all used in the same recipe.   

While D7 is a recipe for ‘Raspis’ wine, immediately preceding it 

at D6 is a recipe for ‘Rasbury’ wine. It is unlikely that these are 

two different fruits, but simply that the two recipes have been 

copied from different sources. 

Reare Rare See B61 for ‘… take 3 or 4 eggs and boyle them very reare’. 

Reason / reassin Raisin See ‘raising’ (above) 

Recait / receip Recipe  

Red Lead Red Lead See C32.  Red lead is a common name for the inorganic 

compound lead oxide, or minium. Normally associated with its 

use in art as a pigment, it was also used as a medicine; it is now 

recognised as extremely toxic and carcinogenic. 

Red Sage Red Sage / Wild 

Sage 

Red Sage, also called Wild Sage, is a shrub (Lantana camara) in 

the verbena family, native to the American tropics, with flat 

clusters of small tubular flowers that open yellow or pink but 

change to scarlet or orange.  Used in traditional herbal medicines 

for treating a variety of ailments. 

Salvia miltiorrhiza, native to China and Japan, is also known as 

Red Sage or Chinese Sage. 

Redy Ready OED has ‘redy’ as an obsolete form of ‘ready’.  See D25, for 

example, for ‘it may be near 12 mounths before it is redy’.  

Rennish wine Rhenish wine Wine from the Rhine region 

Resaid / resait Recipe  

Reysings / reasins / 

reassins / reisings 

Raisins  

Ribwort Ribwort plantain Plantago lanceolate, known as ribwort plantain, is a common 

perennial weed of arable fields and grassland 

Rickets / rickits Rickets A skeletal disorder caused by a lack of vitamin D, calcium, or 

phosphate 

Rime  Oven (assumed 

meaning) 

See AB 1a: ‘… let it stand halfe an hower before the fire then put 

it into the rime…’  The word ‘rime’ is not recognised in this 

context.  It seems to imply ‘oven’ but the word ‘rime’ in this 

sense is not found in OED. 

Rindltt Rindled See B68.  OED has ‘rindle’ as an obsolete variant of ‘rendered, 

melted’. 

Rinill      Wrinkle See A3 for ‘…if it bee to hott the Plums will rinill…’   

‘Rinkle’ is an obsolete form of ‘wrinkle’ in the OED; ‘rinill’ is 

assumed to be an alternative form (or spelling mistake).  

Rite Right See AB2: ‘the oven is of a rite heate’ 

Ritting Writing See B8: ‘bake them on ritting paper’ 

Roch Rock 1. See ‘Allom / Allum’ (above) for ‘Roch allum’ 

Role / roles / rooles Roll / Rolls  

Ronsen Rosen / rosin 

(assumed) 

See C40 for ‘pare Ronsen’.  The word ‘ronsen’ has not been 

found.  However, it may imply resin / rosin (also ‘rossen’ or 

‘rosen’) which OED has as ‘the substance in a solid state obtained 

as a residue after the distillation of oil of turpentine.’   

Root Root 2. See also ‘snakeroot / snake root’ (below)  

Rosa solis Rosa solis / rosolio A herb; the herb-based drink of the same name was a cordial, 

believed to have aphrodisiac qualities, distilled over large 

quantities of the insectivorous bog plant sundew, and including 

hot spices like cubebs, grains of paradise and galingale. 

Rosatum Of roses (Latin) 3. See C1; Aromaticum rosatum was a medicinal powder 

made of red roses and several other herbs and spices. 

Also known as Mel Rosatum / Rosenhonig (German) / 

Honey of roses 

Rosmary / Rose Mary / 

rosemary / roesmary 

Rosemary A member of the mint family, used for its supposed medicinal 

properties, for cultural references in weddings, funerals and other 
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religious ceremonies; thought to have strong effects on the 

memory and strengthening the mind. See also ‘Rue’ (below). 

Rowle Roll (To roll) See B3: ‘as thinne as you can rowle it’ 

Ruba  See ‘Aqua Ruba’ (above) 

Rue Rue / Ruta 

Graveolens 

Rue, commonly known as ‘Herb of Grace’ or ‘Common Rue’’, is 

a herb used for thousands of years for various health-giving 

properties, including their treatment of gout, rheumatism and 

sciatica.  See Ophelia in Hamlet (Shakespeare), Act 4, Sc 5:  

 

‘There’s rosemary, that’s for remembrance; pray you, 

love, remember. And there is pansies, that’s for 

thoughts … 

… There’s fennel for you, and columbines … 

… There’s rue for you, and here’s some for me; we 

may call it herb of grace a’ Sundays. You may wear 

your rue with a difference. There’s a daisy. I would 

give you some violets, but they wither’d all when my 

father died.’ 

Rume Rheum? / common 

cold? 

4. ‘Rhum’ is French for the common cold.  ‘Rheum’ is a 

watery fluid that collects in or drips from the nose or 

eyes; an archaic meaning of ‘rheum’ was ‘tears’.  C40 

has ‘rume plaisters’ applied to the temples to ‘stop the 

rume from falling down into the eyes.’   

Rumwell 5. (not known) 6. See C27; presumably a flower / plant. 

Rundlet 7. Rundlet 8. A rundlet was a small barrel of no certain dimensions, 

containing from 3 to 20 gallons 

Rune Run 9. See A99: ‘let it rune throw a peece of muslin into your 

glasses’. 

Runnett / run it Rennet 10. Rennet is used to separate milk into solid curds for 

cheesemaking and liquid whey.  

Sack / Sak Sack ‘Sack’ or ‘Canary Sack’ refers to white fortified wine imported 

from Spain or the Canary Islands.  The fortified wine imported 

from Jerez was originally called ‘Jerez sack’ and eventually 

became known as ‘sherry’.  

Safforne Saffron A spice from the flower of crocus sativus, the saffron crocus. The 

most expensive spice, it is used in cooking for its aroma and to 

give a yellow colour to foods such as rice. Traditionally used in 

various medicines, for example to relieve depression.   

Sage Sage / Salvia Salvia officinalis is known as either sage, common sage, garden 

sage or culinary sage.  It is a member of the mint family, used for 

medicinal or culinary purposes. 

Salandine / salendine / 

salindine / saladine / 

salidine 

Celandine / pilewort Ficaria verna, commonly known as lesser celandine or pilewort.  

Used for the treatment of piles. 

Salet / sallet / sallett Salad See A83: ‘if you will keepe the flowers for salletts’ 

See C32 for ‘sallet oyle’; the term ‘salad oil’ was used as early as 

the mid 1500s to describe any light cooking oil, or oil used for 

dressing salads, such as olive oil or other vegetable oils. 

Scabious Scabious / 

pincushion flower 

Scabiosa is a genus in the honeysuckle family; the common name 

‘scabious’ comes from the herb’s traditional use to treat scabies, 

an illness that causes a severe itching sensation.  

Scald / scalld Scald / simmer See A103 ‘…letting them be allways on a scalld close coverd…’   

OED has an archaic meaning of ‘to scald’ meaning ‘to heat liquid 

to a point just short of boiling.’ 

Scordus Scordium / Water 

Germander 

(Assumed meaning).  See D29.  OED has ‘scordium’ or 

‘scordion’ as an obsolete name for the Water Germander plant, 

Teucrium Scordium, a plant formerly in use in medicine as a 

sudorific, and antidote for poisons. 

Scrapt Scraped  

Scume / scuming Scum / skim / 

skimming 

See A21 for example, for ‘then take of the scume and straine it’ 

See also ‘skime / skiming’ (below). 

Scurvy grass / Scurvy-grass / Cochlearia Danica, Danish scurvy-grass, is a small delicate 

flower with white or mauve flowers; it is highly tolerant to salt 
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scurvygrass Cochlearia and is often found close to sea shores and salt marshes. Despite 

its name it is native to the UK.  Its leaves are rich in Vitamin C; it 

was traditionally used to combat scurvy on long sea journeys. 

Secrit Secret See C19 for example, for ‘this water is of a secrit nature’ 

Seede Seed  

Seere Cloth / seerecloth / 

seere-cloth 

Cerecloth A waxed cloth traditionally used for wrapping a corpse.  In C32 

the recipe seems to be applied as a poultice to cure general pains, 

such as gout and agues. 

Seethe  To boil (water) To cook food by boiling it in water.  Used transitively and 

intransitively: ‘seethe the water’ / ‘when the water is seething’  

Sent Scent See C7 for: ‘and have noe manor of sent in it’ 

Sentury (Not known) See C18. Presumably a  plant. 

Serce / serch / sercht / 

search / searst / sercked / 

serck’t / shercht / searse 

a. To sieve / sieved  

or 

b. To soak / soaked  

In most cases, clearly means ‘sieve’ or ‘sift’.  However, may 

possibly have either of two meanings, depending on the context.  

a. A ‘searce’ is an obsolete word for a sieve or strainer, 

and to ‘searce’ is an obsolete word for to ‘sift’ or 

‘sieve’.  Anne’s ‘sercht’ generally appears to have the 

same meaning.   See also Appendix 3: Sugar. 

 

b. The context of recipe B8 implies that the meaning is 

‘soaked’: ‘take as much duble refined suger finely 

sercked as will make it like a past’ 

Seson Season Season of the year; see D19 ‘gathered in a dry seson’. 

Shepheard’s Purse Shepherd’s Purse Capsella bursa-pastoris, known as ‘shepherd's purse’ because of 

its triangular flat fruits, which are purse-like, is a small annual 

plant in the mustard family, generally considered to be a weed. 

Shreed Shred  

Shrosbury Shrewsbury Shrewsbury Cake is a biscuit made from dough containing sugar, 

flour, egg, butter and lemon zest; dried fruit is also often added. 

Shuch Such See A15 for ‘shuch a sive …’ and C19 for ‘shuch as are sick …’ 

Sid / sids Side / sides See A66 for ‘in sids’ meaning ‘insides’. 

Sillibub / sillebub / 

silibut 

Syllabub   

Simber / sibber Simmer ‘Simber’ was an archaic word for ‘simmer’ 

Sinimon Cinnamon See also ‘cinamon etc’ (above) 

Sippit Sippet ‘Sippit’ was a variant spelling of ‘sippet’, which was a small 

piece of toasted or fried bread, usually served with soup or broth. 

Sirrop / sirrope / sirope / 

sirub 

Syrup See also ‘syrop etc’ (below) 

Sis Sister  

Skilet / skilit / skillet / 

skillit 

Skillet  

Skim / skime / skimming Peel / skim Slight variations in meaning depending on recipe.   

See A17 for ‘and when they (cherries) feele tender take them of 

and skime them cleane’. 

See B48 for ‘you may take it up (cheese / milk) better with a 

skiming dish’  

Sliect Sliced (Assumed meaning) 

Slip / slipp Slip See B66 for ‘Slipp Coat Cheese’ (Contents) / ‘Slip Cote Cheese’ 

(Recipe). Slip-coat cheese is sometimes called green cheese, new 

cheese, or farmer's cheese. 

Slis’t Sliced  

Snakeroote / snake root Snakeroot Several different plants are called snakeroot because of the belief 

that they can be used as an antidote for snakebites. 

Somer Summer See A39 for ‘take goosberrys a bout mid somer’ meaning ‘take 

gooseberries about midsummer’ 

Sow Sew See A9: ‘then sow your quince in tiffiny’ meaning ‘sew your 

quince in a muslin bag’. 

Sower Sour See B34: ‘… as much sower creame as will turne it to a poset’ 

Spearmint / spermint Spearmint Mentha spicate; used as an aid to digestion, to reduce flatulence 

and for relief of nausea, cold symptoms, stomach distress and 
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Original Spelling Modern Spelling / 

Assumed Meaning 

Notes 

headaches. It is also used to ward off insects. 

Speedwell Speedwell A common wildflower with various types.  Germander 

Speedwell, Veronica chamaedrys, also known as "Bird's Eye", 

was used to combat gout. 

Sponfull / spooneful Spoonful  

Sprittfull Spiritful / active / 

lively/ strong 

See D10 for ‘sprittfull white wine’.  OED has ‘spiritful’ with a 

similar use and similar spelling from 1644: ‘wine, or other 

spirritfull liquors’ 

Spurge Spigot / spigot hole 

(assumed meaning) 

See D25 for ‘then stope up the spurge’.  The sense seems to imply 

‘to close the spigot hole’ but OED does not have the word in this 

precise context.  OED does, however, have ‘spurging’ as obsolete 

word to describe the fermentation process.  The sense in D25 may 

therefore be ‘stop the fermentation’. 

Squese / squise / squess Squeeze  

Srivell Shrivel  

Stappony   Stappony / Not 

known 

See D10: ‘To make Stappony’ – This word has not been found in 

other references or recipe books. 

Steane Stean / jar / pitcher See B24 for ‘Ye best way to keepe them is all ye sumer in a 

steane pott.’    OED: ‘steane’ was a variant of the archaic ‘stean’, 

a vessel originally for liquids but subsequently for bread and 

meat, and presumably for biscuits.  It was usually made of clay, 

with two handles or ears.   

Steme Steam  

Stibium Stibium / antimony Stibium was a prepared form of antimony or one if its salts; it is 

now recognised as poisonous, but was used both as a cosmetic 

and for medicines (especially emetics, to induce vomiting).  

Stillitory Stillatory (Archaic); a still, or distillery 

Stomack Stomach See C11 

Stopp Stop / close / shut (a 

jug / jar) 

See A83: ‘… stopp the mouth of it hard with a clean cloth that 

nothing may run out …’ 

Stove / stoue Stove The Old English word ‘stofa’ meant any individual enclosed 

space, such as a room. 

Strand / strayned Strained See A103: ‘Still straning suger on them till you have strand in all’ 

Strayne / straine / 

Strayner / straning 

Strain / Strainer / 

straining 

See A27, where ‘straine them’ and ‘strayner’ are both used in the 

same recipe. 

Strewing / strawing Strewing / sprinkling See A103: ‘…strawing suger on them till you have strawd in 

all…’  OED has ‘to straw’ as an obsolete variant of ‘to strew’ , 

with an archaic meaning of ‘to sprinkle’  

Stroakings Stroakings The last milk taken from the cow during a milking; supposed to 

be richer than the first. Many old cheese recipes list stroakings as 

an ingredient. Perhaps a reference to being gentle with the cow, to 

coax the last milk from it. 

Sture / sturing Stir / stirring  

Suger Sugar  

Sume / sum Some  

Sumer Summer See C24 for ‘Ye best way to keepe them is all ye sumer’ 

Sunset hysop Sunset hyssop See A86 (mis-spelled as ‘unset hysop’). Sunset hyssop 

(Agastache rupestris) is included in the Lamiaceae (mint) family. 

Common names also include: threadleaf giant hyssop, rock 

anise, hummingbird mint, and licorice mint. 

Surfitt / surffet / surfit / 

surfet 

Surfeit E.g., due to over-eating. See C11, C13.  King Henry I was said to 

have died after gorging on a surfeit of lampreys. 

Sweetmeat Sweetmeat A small piece of sweet food, made of or covered in sugar.  

Formerly used also to refer to a sugared cake, pastry, fruit or nut. 

Sweetton Sweeten  

Swime Swim See B53: ‘… wett your spice with a little creame that it doe not 

swime.’ ‘Swime’ was a variant spelling for ‘swim’; the 

suggestion here appears to be to ensure that the spice is dissolved 

in the recipe and does not simply float on the surface. 

Syder Cider  

Syrop / syrope Syrup See also ‘sirrop etc’ (above) 
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Original Spelling Modern Spelling / 

Assumed Meaning 

Notes 

Tabb Tub (assumed 

meaning) 

See D16; ‘put them in to a Clene Tabb’. Assumed to mean ‘tub’ 

but OED does not have this variant spelling.   

Tanecrick (Not known) See C39 for ‘tanecrick turmeryrick’; this may be an archaic name 

for a type of turmeric. OED has an archaic form of ‘turmeric’ as 

‘tarmanick’. 

Tarragon Tarragon Artemisia dracunculus, also known as ‘dragon’ or ‘the dragon 

herb’, or ‘estragon’; a perennial herb indigenous to Asia.  

It has narrow, pointed, green leaves with a potent anise flavour. 

Its use in both cooking and medicine, especially for toothache, 

goes back to the ancient Greeks. The name tarragon is derived 

from the Greek word drakontion, meaning a serpent-eating bird. 

Tast Taste As in ‘to your tast’ in various recipes 

Tell Till / until  

Then Then / Than ‘Then’ is used for either ‘then or ‘then’ depending on context.  

See recipe A26 for example, for ‘more then wett it’.  

There There / Their ‘There’ is used for either ‘there or ‘their’ depending on context.  

See recipe A 32: ‘there waight in Suger’ 

Thine / thinne Thin See A27 for ‘squise out the thine liquor from them’. 

tho
h
 Though  

Threeds  Threads ‘Threed’ is a dialect version of ‘thread’.  See A7 for ‘and cut it in 

to little threeds’ meaning ‘cut it in little pieces’ – presumably 

meaning in long thin strings, like threads.  

Through / throughly Thoroughly See B56: ‘let it stand til it bee through cold’ – an archaic use / 

spelling of the word, not a spelling mistake. 

Throw Through See B50: ‘straine it throw a hare fine’.  But see also B56: ‘power 

it through a cloth in to a dish’. 

Tiffiny Tiffany Thin gauze, muslin, silk.  See A5: ‘wrapt in a peece of Tiffiny’ 

‘meaning wrapped in a muslin bag.’ 

Time Thyme See ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ (Shakespeare), Act 2, Sc 1:  

‘I know a bank where the wild thyme blows, 

Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows, 

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine, 

With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine: 

There sleeps Titania sometime of the night, 

Lull’d in these flowers with dances and delight’ 

To To / Too ‘To’ is used to mean either ‘to’ or ‘too’ depending on the context. 

Togather / togeather  Together  

Tope / topes Top / tops  

Tormentell / turmentill / 

turmentis 

Tormentil Tormentil is a name for some species of Potentilla, or cinquefoils; 

the name is generally only used for Potentilla erecta, known as 

the Common Tormentil.  The Tormentil is a common, low-

growing and creeping perennial of acid grassland, heathland and 

moorland, but can also be found on roadside verges. It bears 

yellow, buttercup-like flowers, but with only four petals 

(buttercups have five). Tormentil was used in herbal remedies to 

treat colic, gum disorders, wounds, inflammations and 

gastrointestinal disorders. It was also used as a toothpaste and to 

make a type of schnapps. 

 

The note at the end of Recipe C20 is not understood: ‘This 

Turmentis is the 7 leaf grass’. 

Toung Tongue  

Tragacanth See ‘Gum Dragon’  

Trencher Trencher A type of tableware; typically a small plate of metal or wood, flat 

and circular with no lip.  For example, like a modern cheeseboard 

Trevet Trivet ‘Trevet’ was an alternative spelling of ‘trivet’, which originally 

described a stand with 3 short legs that was used for cooking over 

a fire (as opposed to the modern meaning of a stand used to 

protect a table from hot dishes). 

Tun Tun A ‘tun’ is a beer or wine barrel; the word was also used as a verb 

to mean ‘to store (wine or other alcoholic drinks) in a tun’. 

The tun was variously defined through the ages as anything from 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Anise&filters=sid%3ab1f3f680-f555-3d3c-af23-a3b6c8f91dd9&form=ENTLNK
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Assumed Meaning 

Notes 

256 to 175 gallons.  

Tun / tune Turn / pour See D2 for ‘tun it into the vessell’. 

Tunbridg Tunbridge Tunbridge Cakes: water biscuits typically made with caraway 

Turmentis Tormentil See Tormentell (above) 

Turmeryrick Turmeric A flowering plant Curcuma longa of the ginger family, the roots 

of which are used in cooking.  

Turnesole Turnsole / 

Heliotrope 

Croton tinctoria, a Mediterranean plant that yields a purplish dye. 

Any of various plants that turn to face the sun.  

Twell Twelve See D1: assumed meaning of ‘twell month’ is ‘twelve months’.  

OED has ‘twell’ as an obsolete form of ‘twelve’. 

Two and frow To and fro See B52: stirre it two and frow as fast as you can with a spoone 

Tyd Tied  

U / V and u / v U / V and u / v Before the 1700s, the pointed form v was written at the beginning 

of a word, while a rounded form was used elsewhere, regardless 

of sound.  So, whereas ‘victory’ and ‘excuse’ appeared as in 

modern writing, ‘have’ and ‘upon’ would be written ‘haue’ and 

‘vpon’.  Eventually, in the 1700s, to differentiate between the 

consonant and vowel sounds, the v form was used to represent the 

consonant, and u the vowel sound. v then preceded u in the 

alphabet, but the order has since reversed. 

Unsett Issup Sunset Hyssop (See ‘sunset hysop’ above) 

Urime Urine See C38 

Usquabaugh / 

Usquebach 

Usquebaugh Literally means whisky; from Gaelic uisge beatha (‘water of life’ 

or ‘aqua vitae’). Used in both alcoholic and non-alcoholic recipes.  

For example, recipe C4 is for a cordial, although one of the 

ingredients is aqua vitae. 

Vardigrease Verdigris See C33.  A green pigment formed naturally from weathered 

copper; used in dyeing and as a fungicide; also used historically 

in some medicines, but now known to cause poisoning. 

Vargis Verjuice OED: ‘vargis’ was a dialect variant of ‘verjuice’, the acid juice of 

green or unripe grapes, apples, etc, expressed and formed into a 

liquor.  Formerly much used in cooking. 

Venis treacle / Venis 

treakle 

Venice Treacle See C16. Venice Treacle was a therapeutic mixture of Middle 

Ages vintage which consisted of up to 60 different potions, 

tonics, plants and animal parts and which was considered a 

generic antidote and cure-all. It is referenced several times in the 

Diary of Samuel Pepys.  

Venis turpentine /  

venes turpentine 

Venice turpentine See C32 and C40. Venice turpentine was a yellowish or yellowish 

green viscous oleoresin from the European larch (Larix decidua) 

used chiefly for lithographic work, in sealing wax, and in 

varnishes; called also larch turpentine, Venetian turpentine. It was 

also used on horses’ hooves and as a domestic antiseptic. 

Vertu Virtue, benefit  

Viniger / vinager Vinegar  

Violett Violet Various plants in the genus Viola, including sweet violet (Viola 

odorata), common blue violet and common purple violet.  The 

flowers are believed to provide protection against colds and flu. 

See also ‘Rue’(above). 

Wafore / waffer Wafer See B9: ‘lay them on duble wafore paper’ 

Waight / waite / waygh / 

weygh / wayght / way / 

weyght / waye / wayes / 

wayde / waie / wayed 

Weigh / weight / 

weighed / weighs  

See A 32: ‘there waight in Suger’ 

See A102: ‘waie them and to every pound of plums’ 

Wallnut Walnut  

Walme Warm See B 76: ‘…it must boile but a walme or two…’ 

Warme Warm  

Wattor Water  

Weare Were See A59: ‘that weare boyl’d tender’. 

Weeke Weak  

Wether Weather  

Whare / whare in Where / wherein  

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/v#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/v#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/u#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/v#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/u#English
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Whay Whey See B19: ‘when the whay comes above the curd’ 

Whipt / whippt Whipped  

Whit a. White 

 

b. Small part, not 

at all 

 

c. Unwanted part 

a. See AB2: ‘9 yolks and 5 whits of Eggs’; see also A68 for 

‘whitting’ to mean separating the whites from the yolks  

b. Used in phrases such as ‘not a whit’, meaning ‘not even a 

small amount’ or ‘nothing’.  See Julius Caesar 

(Shakespeare), Act 2, Sc 1: ‘Our youths and wildness shall 

no whit appear, / But all be buried in his gravity’ 

c. Possibly refers to a part of a flower or plant. See A30, A67, 

A83 and others. The meaning of ‘whit’ here is not 

understood but is possibly an archaic word for the unwanted 

parts of the flower.  

Whol  Whole  

Whop Hoop See B6: ‘and make a whop of paper and put round it’ 

OED has ‘whop’ as an obsolete form of ‘hoop’. 

Wich / wi
ch

 Which  

Wid Wide  

Win Wine  

Wine Gallon / Wine 

Measure 

(See notes) See D25 for ‘wine measure’. 

A wine gallon was a unit of capacity used from the 14th century, 

but not standardised until a 1707 statute under Queen Anne. It 

was replaced in UK by the larger Imperial gallon in 1826.    

Wi
th

 With  

Won One  

Wood bugle Wood bugle See ‘bugle’ (above) 

Wood Sorrill / 

woodsorrill 

Wood sorrel Wood sorrel Oxalis acetosella is a woodland herb with delicate 

white flowers above light green trifoliate leaves. 

Woodbine / woodbin Woodbine Any of several honeysuckles, especially Lonicera periclymenum. 

Wormwood / 

woormewood / 

wormwhod 

Wormwood Any of several species of the genus Artemisia, a key ingredient in 

the drink Absinthe. It is mentioned several times in the Bible to 

indicate a bitter taste; used historically as a remedy for digestive 

issues and to prevent moth and flea infestations in clothing. 

Wort Want (assumed 

meaning) 

See D13 for ‘as you doe wort’ and D14 for ‘when it is allmost as 

coole as wort’.  Assumed to imply ‘want’ but not found in OED 

in this sense. 

W
th

 / w
th 

/ w’th With  

Yallow Yellow See ‘Janeders’ (above) for ‘yallow janeders’ (yellow jaundice) 

Ye / y
e 

The  

Yest / yeast / est Yeast Yeast, or ‘Ale Barme’ is a by-product of brewing ale; the ‘barm’ 

is the foam or scum formed on the top of the fermenting liquid; 

see also ‘Ale’ (above). 

Y
m
 / y

m
 Them  

Y
n
 Then  

Y
r
 / y

r
 Your  
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http://www.bl.uk/learning/images/texts/cooks
http://www.foodsofengland.co.uk/
http://godecookery.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/
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Appendix 3: Sugar 
 
The majority of the recipes include sugar, generally mixed with water in a ‘sirrop’ (syrup).  The sugar 

was normally bought in large blocks or ‘sugar cones’; in the recipe book this is referred to as ‘lofe 

suger’ or loaf sugar’.  Many recipes describe the sugar as being ‘sercht’; this word is not clearly 

understood, but the inference from most recipes is that the sugar is cut from the sugar cones and is 

then cleaned and sifted.  A similar word can be seen in another 17
th
 century recipe book: 

 

(from the mid 17th century for Madame Susan Avery’s Shropshire Cakes in ‘Traditional Food in 

Shropshire‘ published on-line at https://www.thecopperpot.co.uk). 

  

To Make a Shropshire Cake 

 

Take two pound of dryed flour after it has been searced fine, one pound of good sugar dried 

and searced…… 

 

A ‘searce’ is an obsolete word for a sieve or strainer, and to ‘searce’ is an obsolete word for to sift.  

This is presumably the same meaning for Anne Talbot’s ‘sercht’. 

 

However, the context of recipe B8 implies that the meaning is ‘soaked’: ‘take as much duble refined 

suger finely sercked as will make it like a past’.  This would suggest that the cleaned and refined 

sugar is mixed with water to make a paste, or syrup, before being used in the recipe.  The word 

‘sercked’ used here is presumably different from ‘sercht’ and means ‘soaked’. 
 
 

  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Traditional-Food-Shropshire-Peter-Brears/dp/1900318393/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1414863541&sr=8-1&keywords=Traditional+Food+in+Shropshire
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Traditional-Food-Shropshire-Peter-Brears/dp/1900318393/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1414863541&sr=8-1&keywords=Traditional+Food+in+Shropshire
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Appendix 4: Dramatis Personae 
 

Friends and family referenced in the recipes 
 

Title and Name in the Recipe 

Book 

Location Notes 

Couson Amphlit Contents; AB 1  

Mrs
 
Stubbs Contents; AB 4 Mrs Stubbes on Recipe page 

Lady Lyttleton Contents; B1  

Lady Bayton Contents; B3 Lady Baynton on Recipe page 

Lady Horwood Contents; B6 Lady Howrood on Recipe page 

Lady Westmorland Contents; B26  

Lady Bedford Contents; B84  

Lady Manchester Contents; C1  

Lady Harbert Contents; C2  

Doctor Steevens Contents; C9 Not a family friend / doctor; see recipe footnote 

M
rs
 Fulse (‘Mrs Fulses water’) Contents; C18 ‘Miss Fusses milke water’ on Recipe page 

Aunt Talbot Contents; C32   

Aunt Talbot Contents; C33  

M
rs
 Stukely Contents; C34  

M
rs
 Brostor Contents; C35  

My Mother Contents; C36  

Cos Plowden Contents; C37 Miss Plowden on Recipe page 

Sis Bell Dav Contents; C39 ‘Sister Bell Dav’ not recognised / understood 

Mr Add Contents; C41  

M
rs 

Jolly Contents; C42  

Nephew Hallifax Contents; C43  

M
r
 Cock Contents; D21  

M
rs
 Whatson Contents; D22  

M
rs
 Ashbey Contents; D24  

M
rs
 Webb Contents; D25 Cos Webb on Recipe page 

   

Y
e
 Lady Bedford Recipe A8  

My A. Gros Recipe A21 Assumed to be Aunt Grosnen; see A26, B41 

My Aunt Grosnen Recipe A26 See A21, B41 

M: Lytt Recipe A38 Lady Lyttleton? 

E T Recipe A42 Not recognised / understood 

La: Barkly Recipe A52 Lady Barkly? 

Sis Packington Recipe A61  

My Granmother Recipe A62  

Mrs Milborne Recipe A68  

Cos. Lyttleton Recipe A93 Lady Lyttleton? 

Sis. Kep Recipe A95 Not recognised / understood 

Ma. Lytt Recipe A97 Lady Lyttleton? 

Sis. Kep Recipe A98 Not recognised / understood 

Cos. K. Lytt Recipe A99 Lady Lyttleton? 

Cos. K. Lytt Recipe A100 Lady Lyttleton? 

Mrs Bordit Recipe A101  

Couson Amphlit Recipe AB 1a  

Lady Lytt Recipe AB 2 Cos K Lytt / Lyttleton? 

M
rs
 Stubbes Recipe AB 4a Mrs Stubbs on Contents page 

La. Brawne Recipe B1 Lady Brawne? 
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Title and Name in the Recipe 

Book 

Location Notes 

Lady Baynton Recipe B3 Lady Bayton on Contents page 

Lady Howrood Recipe B6 Lady Horwood on Contents page 

Kate Recipe B24 Perhaps just a common name for these biscuits? 

Aunt Roper Recipe B25  

Lady Westmorland Recipe B26  

Aunt Gros Recipe B41 Probably Aunt Grosnen; see A21, A26 

Mrs Caning Recipe B48  

Parnell Recipe B50  

Mrs Caning Recipe B52  

La. Bedfo’d Recipe B61 Probably Lady Bedford as at B84 

The Lady Shrosbury Recipe B66  

C: L: Recipe B82 Not recognised / understood (Cos Lyttleton?) 

R. Gros. Recipe B83 Aunt Grosnen? See B41 

Lady Bedford Recipe B84  

Cos. K. Lytt Recipe B85 Lady Lyttleton? 

Mrs Tate Recipe B88  

Mrs Tate Recipe B89  

Lady Manchester Recipe C1  

Lady Harbert Recipe C2  

Lady Baynton Recipe C7  

Doctor Stevens Recipe C9 Not a family friend / doctor; see recipe footnote 

Mrs Fusse (‘Mrs Fusses water’) Recipe C18 ‘Mrs Fulses water’ on Contents page 

My Cos Bromley Recipe C19  

Mrs Armerer Recipe C20 Mrs (or possibly ‘Mr’) Armerer or Armerers   

Mrs Burman Recipe C28 Mrs Burman or Mrs Burmans 

Aunt Talbot Recipe C32 (‘… which I had from Aunt Talbot…’) 

Aunt Talbot Recipe C33 (‘My old Aunt Talbot’) 

Mrs Stukely Recipe C34  

Mrs Brostor Recipe C35  

My Mother Recipe C36  

Miss Plowden Recipe C37 Cos Plowden on Contents page 

Sis: Bell Dav Recipe C39 ‘Sister Bell Dav’ not recognised / understood 

Mr Add Recipe C41  

Mrs Jolly Recipe C42  

Nephew Hallifax Recipe C43  

Cos Smith Recipe D18  

Mr Cock Recipe D21  

Mrs Whatson Recipe D22  

Mrs Ashbey Recipe D24  

Cos Webb Recipe D25 M
rs
 Webb on Contents page 

 


